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LOCAL

Local chef recalls Pearl Harbor

Fern Terrace
official dies
in wreck
The assistant administrator at
Fern Terrace Lodge died when
his truck struck a telephone pole
during a one-vehicle accident
Sunday morning.
Jerry L. Kalberer, 47, of
Riviera Courts, was pronounced
dead of multiple injuries about
8:30 a.m. at the scene, according to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
An incident report shows Kalberer, who was wearing a seat
belt, was driving around a curve
on Kentucky 94 East when the
right front tire dropped off the
road about 11 miles east of Murray, the report said.
Nis truck went into a ditch,
traveled parallel to the road,
crossed a driveway and went
into field, where it went airborne
and hit a telephone pole's guy
wires, the report said.
The truck reportedly went up
the wire and smashed in the
driver's door and dash when it
hit the pole.
A passenger in the truck, William Elkins, 33, of Megan Drive,
was treated for a broken arm
and a compression fracture at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and released, an MCCH
spokesman said.

STATE

Language
course pays
dividends
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Judy McBrayer decided to do
something about overcoming the
language barrier with some of
her farm workers. So like several other area farmers, she went
back to school.
McBrayer is among several
dozen residents attending Spanish classes. Many of the farmers have brought their migrant
workers so they can learn English.
it seems like the future is
in Mexican help for farming," said
McBrayer, of Pellville. "We used
some off and on. This year we
had enough local help. I thought
maybe if I went to classes I
would get a better understanding of their culture and to better (be able to) communicate."
Classes on the basics of
agricultural Spanish and English as a second language have
been offered this fall for farmers, farm families, migrant workers and others involved in agriculture through a four-year grant
program.
Daviess County is the focus
for the first two years of the
grant from the Department of
Agriculture. It will then expand
into other counties.
David Coffey, a Western Kentucky University agriculture professor, sought a grant to help
communication between farmers and their Hispanic workers.
Coffey, WKU English professor Ron Eckard and nursing instructor Susan Jones are
working on the project.

WEATHER

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Under normal circumstances,
being a cook is not a dangerous
profession.
But for Paul Walker, being a
Navy cook in the early 1940s was
anything but safe - certainly around
Pearl Harbor.
As the nation observes the 57th
anniversary of the attack on Pearl
Harbor, the former cook of the
USS Portland recalls that he narrowly missed the biggest attack
ever on the United States.
-We had been on a seven-week
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with airplanes, cruisers,
destroyers,
tankers and various
other
types
of
machinery.
"No one ever told
us where we were
going, but we were
having drill after
drill,"
Walker
explained. "I took
the examination for
third class cook and
was working during
the time of the
attack."

What would happen a mere
three days later, Walker and many
American veterans will never forget.
"We were getting ready to cross
the 180th meridian (the international
dateline) when we heard a call
for "General Quarters," but we
still thought that it was just another drill," he said. "We had no way
of knowing what was going on."
After having lunch, the passengers on the USS Portland were
told to "strip ship," which consisted of taking down light globes
from the mess decks and all other

items that were not needed.
"That's when we began to
believe that this was not a drill,"
Walker said. "We started hearing
radio reports about what was happening at Pearl Harbor, but we
didn't really want to believe that
we were at war."
While Walker and others aboard
the Portland were thankful that
they were not a part of the attack,
he claims that that horrible day
possibly could have been avoided.

1* See Page 2
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Workers' comp law
still hotly debated
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — While Gov. _Paul Patton has put off
assessing the state's revamped workers' compensation system, at least
one effect appears certain — employers have saved money on workers' compensation premiums.
"I can definitely say that guys who were paying 45-60 percent of
payroll in workers' comp premiums are now paying more like 20 percent," said David Gooch, director of the Coal Operators and Associates Inc., based in Pikeville.
But proving that coal operators funneled the savings into creating
new jobs is more problematic, Gooch said.
"Whether you could put hard numbers to it, I don't know," he
said. "When an operator tells you he would have had to lay off 35
people, you more or less have to take his word for it."
Patton pushed the changes through the General Assembly nearly

MI See Page 2

Lawmakers may push
for higher speed limits
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Kentucky shares three interstate highways with Tennessee, but not its
speed limits.

A proposed increase was debated but died in the legislature in
1996, and it didn't come up in
this year's session. However, some
lawmakers he said they may try
again in 2000.
Some argue that a higher speed
limit just means higher speeds

t
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By DAVID BLACKBURN
"It's those things I can rememStaff Writer
ber, ... those times I cherish that
Learning details about events warm by heart," Gail Minger said
that happened before, during and Friday morning.
.Her mood was similar to that
after Michael Minger died in an
arson fire in a Murray State Uni- of an MSU student, who also was
versity dormitory answered some in Hester Residential College Sept.
questions his mother had, but pro- 18 and was
friend of Michael
duced some side effects, too.
Minger's.
The woman has fought depresConversations with doctors, firefighters, prosecutors, investigators sion and has become less outgoand MSU students and officials ing in trying to deal with Michael
during a weeklong fact-finding trip Minger's death, said Gail Minger,
to Murray filled in some gaps, who took her to lunch later that
although some remain, Gail Minger day.
said.
"She's lost her center. She's
But she said she awoke Friday retreated sonic,- Gail Minger said.
feeling "a little melancholy."
The night before (Thursday).
To counteract that, she shared 'she attended the annual Compasa 1991 videotape of her then-12- sionate Friends Candlelight Memoyear-old son singing "0 Holy rial Service, for parents who have
Night" with the Pensacola, Fla., lost children, at the Murray-CalSymphony Children's Chorus.
loway County Hospital.
Michael sang the second verse
as a solo, his clear, high, prepubescent voice coming from a freshT III See Page 2

Those wondering about similar
increases on Kentucky's roughly
1,400 miles of interstate and parkways shouldn't expect changes anytime soon. Raising the limit requires
a legislative vote, and the next
regular session of the General
Assembly isn't until the year 2000.

INDEX

cruise to Manilla, escorting an
army ammunition ship," said
Walker. "We
came back to
Pearl Harbor on
Dec. 1, and
then we left
again on Dec.
4 for drills with
some
other
ships."
Walker's
Portland met
carriers loaded

Minger's mom A Murray Christmas
finds good, bad
in answers

Since the federal maximum of
65 mph was abolished three years
ago, more than half the states have
raised speed limits, most to 70
mph. That includes West Virginia
last year and Tennessee this year.

Tonight... Rain likely. Mainly early. Low around 40. North
wind 5 to 10 mph. Chance of
rain 60 percent.
Tuesday... Mostly cloudy.
High in the middle 40s.
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above that limit. A person driving
75 mph in a 65 mph zone would
jump to 80 mph in a 70 mph
zone, the theory goes. And greater
speeds mean greater danger, some
say.
"It's a fact: The faster people
go, the more likely they're going
to be in a serious crash," said Pat
Melton, state coordinator for Drive
Smart Kentucky, a Transportation
Cabinet effort that identifies accident-heavy highways.
But others say highways can handle high speeds and that people
already regularly exceed the posted limits.
"The speed limits are a joke,"
said John David Preston, a former state senator who in 19%
sponsored a bill to raise the limit
to 70 mph. "Let's have a realistic speed limit — and let's enforce
it."
Tennessee's top speed changed

• See Page 2
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The Christmas spirit arrived in Calloway
County this weekend, with a full schedule of holiday events. Clockwise from
top: The characters from Sesame Street
wished everybody, young and old alike,
a Merry Christmas during the parade;
band members from Calloway County
High School showed their holiday spirit;
the Murray Woman's Club chorus helped
audience members during a sing-along at
the club's open house Sunday; First
Baptist Church singers make some music
during dress rehearsal for the Christmas
show at the church.

White House gets extra day
WASHINGTON (AP) The Judiciary,Committee
is offering the White House an extra day to defend
President Clinton against possible impeachment, but
warns against delaying tactics that might stretch the
inquiry beyond year's end.
"The committee will not undermine its goal of
resolving the inquiry this year," the panel's chief of
staff, Thomas Mooney, wrote in a letter Sunday to
the president's lawyers.
Committee chairman Rep. Henry Hyde, R-111..
originally gave the White House one day to rebut
charges against Clinton in the Monica Lewinsky
affair. Clinton's lawyers last week said they wanted three or four days.
White House spokesman Jim Kennedy said Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr had spent four years
and $40 -million investigating the president and the
committee already had taken four months.
"Our request for just four days has now been cut
in half. Nevertheless, we will work to defend the
president despite these restrictions," Kennedy said.

fvfooney said the plan is to have the president's
lawyers present their case on Tuesday and Wednesday. On Thursday the panel's GOP and Democratic chief counsels would make closing arguments and
the committee. from late Thursday into Friday, plans
to consider articles of impeachment.
The president, meanwhile, will try to remain
above the fray.
He will spend Tuesday at a forum on Social
Security — just as the House hearing gets under
way. Later that day, he will attend a dinner to pick
up an award for his peacemaking efforts in Northern Ireland.
In fact, throughout the week. Medicare, Social
Security, peacemaking and human rights will be the
White House focus. Clinton concludes with a weekend trip to the Middle East.
It appears almost certain that the Judiciary Committee, split down party lines, will send to the full
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From Page 1
"If we had been in the right
position and had met up with the
Japanese ships. there probably
would have been no Pearl Harbor," he said. "We (on the Portland) were all very fortunate not
to be involved in the attack."
Shortly after the Pearl Harbor
attack, the Portland had a bomb
scare of its own.
"Our task force of ships was
broken up the day after the attack.
and we launched a sea plane to
Midway to get some more news,"
said Walker. "He had trouble and
ran out of gas, and we had to go
out and pick him up on the water.
"When we started back to join
the other ships, someone dropped
a bomb on us. We were thought
to be an enemy ship. but the bomb
luckily missed us. That's when we
knew we were in a war," he added.
The Portland returned to Pearl
Harbor on Sunday, Dec. 14 to witness what no one on the ship
wanted to see.
"The USS Nevada was backed
up on the beach with its bow in
the water and the USS Utah was
laying on its side," Walker noted.
"We came on around and saw the
battle ships upside down. We were
all ready to give up when we saw
that, but we got off the ship and
went to work."
The days ahead were some of
uncertainty for the Portland crew.
"We just knew that the Japanese were out there watching us,"
said Walker. "The only place we
didn't want to be was there in
the harbor. But we stayed in and
around the harbor for the whole
month of January."
Following the attack on Pearl
Harbor, Walker and the rest of the
Portland crew were. involved in
other battles 7 including a battle
at Midway that turned the tide .
The Portland was also in a bat-

in April alter state Sen. Steve
Cohen tired of driving more than
200 miles from his Memphis home
to the Capitol in Nashville.
Research showed that higher limits haven't necessarily meant more
highway deaths, Cohen said. The
main issue was just letting people get from one place to another more quickly, he said.
Cohen said at a recent ribboncutting he was greeted with
applause when the crowd learned
he passed the speed limit bill.
"Nobody clapped for civil rights.
Nobody clapped for campaign
finance," he said. "It's one of the

From Page 1
two years ago. Patton spokeswoman Melissa Forsythe said the
governor had no plans she knew
of to change his position on the
issue and is waiting for hard data,
which won't be available until 2000,
on the law's effect.
Assessing the new system's
impact injured workers is not an
exact science. Political observers
also wonder about its political consequences for Patton, who has said
he intends to seek a second term
next year.
Lawyers say the new law penalizes manual laborers, who are more
likely to be injured at mid-life

Paul and Sue Walker
tie at Guadalcanal before Walker
left the ship in Sept. 1942 for
new construction, which was the
USS Essex CV9 - the first warbuilt carrier.
Walker is proud to be able to
recount the events of the Pearl
Harbor attack for a new generation.
"I've made several speeches and
written several articles about Pearl
Harbor," he said. "I'm happy that
I get a chance to tell people about
what happened ... Back then, it
was just a day of duty for us.
But now it's a part of history."
Walker, a resident of Pans Landing in Henry County, Tenn., will
revisit Pearl Harbor during the
month of January.
"This is something I've been
wanting to do for a long time,"

said Walker, who's been a part of
several veterans' events and clubs
since retiring from the Navy. "This
is an opportunity for my wife and
I while we're still able to go and
do it."
Walker now spends his days
perfecting the trade he learned in
the Navy - as a chef and caterer at the Murray Country Club.
"I came to Murray looking for
work," he said. "I offered to do
catering for a business here in
town and they told me about the
country club ... I've been there
since May 12."
Walker, who will be 79 in January, hopes the catering business
will last for a while.
"I really enjoy doing this type
of work," he explained. "I'll keep
on working as long as I can."
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most popular bills I've passed."
In Kentucky, Gov. Paul Patton
said he remains opposed to a higher limit, saying injuries and deaths
"would increase exponentially."
Virgil Moore, R-Leitchfield and
vice chairman of the Senate's transportation committee, said he may
make a higher speed limit in Kentucky an issue in 2000.
Motorists should be able to
drive faster than 65, but that the
higher speed limit should be more
strongly enforced, he said.
Moore, who said he drives 121
miles to and from Frankfort every
week, doesn't want a blanket

-let-ease to 70 mph. He'd rather
let the state Transportation Cabinet set higher speed limits for certain stretches, or even lanes, of
highway.
"The traffic out there is running 70 to 80 miles per hour
already." he said. "The speed limit
obeyed is much better than everybody traveling all kind of speeds."
However, House Transportation
Hubert
Chairman
Committee
Collins, D-Wittensville, said he
sees no reason to raise speed limits.
"I think they're doing fine at
this time," he said.

• Workers' ...
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A Louisville television station
interviewed her before the ceremony. and Gail Minger thinks that
prompted an emotional telephone
call Friday from a Louisville teacher
who had two sons living in Hester at the time of the fire.
The teacher is starting a dormsafety campaign in Louisville and
offered Gail Minger support any
time she wanted it, she said.
Gail Minger plans a similar
campaign, starting with the issue
of sprinklers in all dorms and
louder fire alarms.
That was part of the reason she
wanted to talk to Gov. Paul Patton while she was in Kentucky,
"just kind of, from person-to-person, getting his objectives," she
said. She talked to Patton by telephone Friday afternoon.

96 Dodge Intrepid..10,900
96 Saturn SL2 12,900
' 95 Merc. Villager
z

From Page 1
House at least one article of
impeachment charging Clinton With
perjury in his denials of a sexual relationship with Miss Lewinsky. GOP committee members said
they are also pushing for articles

"There are a lot of things that
are not right on' college campuses," she said. "We need to start
somewhere and not tolerate what's
being put up with,
"I hate to admit -- -I did not
know that there were not sprinklers in that building (Hester),"
she added, noting she assumed
sprinklers were required. "Walking around in administration buildings, there are sprinklers, and
they're obvious."
The MSU Board of Regents
voted Friday to approve a $5.5
million bond plan that will put
sprinklers in the dorms.

concerning obstruction of justice
and abuse of power.
The full House then would take
un impeachment the following
Even if the House votes for
impeachment, it is highly unlikely at this point that a two-thirds

majority in the Senate would vote
to convict and remove Clinton
from office.
After the GOP losses in the
election it appeared the House had
lost its enthusiasm for impeachment and would settle for a lesser punishment of public censure.

included conversations with two
MSU students who didn't hear the
alarms during the Sept. 18 fire.
"I never asked them. They told
me they did not (hear them)," she
said, her voice rising. "They all
volunteered that immediately."
Gail Minger has said her son
told her following the small fire
on the fourth floor five nights before
that he mistook the fire alarm for
an alarm clock.

She said she was "very
impressed" with the Kentucky State
Police's continued investigation of
the fire and thinks Commonwealth's
Attorney Mike Ward will "probably do a good job prosecuting this
case," she said.
Gail Minger said some of her
curiosity about her son's death has
resolved with a sometimes-emotional meeting with Murray firefighters Wednesday.
"It cleared up some things that
I had on my mind," she said.
Especially helpful was meeting
Johnny Yarbrough, who found
Michael's body.
"It (the meeting) was painful
for both of us," she said.
"As far as handling his death,
it answered some questions that
were unanswered and filled in
some gaps that had been left," she
added. "It was important for me
to know he was not dragged out
of there."
She said she plans to return to
Murray this spring for a special
choral presentation that will be
dedicated to Michael Minger and
Erin Conn, a music major who
died in February.

She was also surprised at what
she called a "lack bT social conscience" with some students she
talked to, among them a member
of the MSU rugby club. Five of
the seven people charged in conShe partly blames herself for nection with the fire were on the
not checking for sprinklers, she said, rugby club.
but added: "I would never in my
Some students didn't tell cerwildest dreams think that that
would not (be) taken care of in tain things to investigators out of
my son's dorm."
fear - that people would know
Gail Minger's meetings last week they had been drinking, of getting involved, of pointing a finger," she said.
• 14,710 Dirty Diapers
-They were more concerned
• 2,576 Loads of Laundry
about Mom and police finding out
• 33 Skinned Knees • 228 Soccer
that they had had three beers than
Games • 4,761 Hours of
helping them find out who comHomework • 108 Check-ups
mitted arson," she said
• 97 Bake Sales • 3 Proms
• 4 Graduation Ceremonies

Congratulations
Frankie McNutt
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him afloat, Isaacs said.
The new law does not allow
judges to consider Isaacs' age or
education. It also doesn't consider whether Isaacs could find another job at comparable wages where
he lives.
Cornett, the attorney, doesn't
know how to help Isaac. "I can
file for Social Security, but at his
age, he'll lose," Cornett said.
The new law was intended to
prevent
coal
miners
from
"bundling" claims, Gooch said.
Miners in their 40s and 50s routinely filed claims for black lung
disease, back injury, hearing loss
and psychological problems connected with lost employment.

• White House ...
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and less able to find another job.
Carl Wayne Isaacs, 50, of Disputana in Rockcastle County, hurt
his back while setting up a mobile
home at Affordable Housing Mart
in Richmond. After back surgery,
Isaacs asked his doctor for permission to go back to work.
"I went out to the truck and
picked up my tool box, which
doesn't weigh 35 or 40 pounds,
and it just about killed me," Isaacs
said.
His lawyer, John Cornett, of
Georgetown, estimates a settlement
will give him $19 a week for
eight years.
Fellow members at the Clear
Creek Baptist Church are keeping
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Analyst: Gas prices take another dip
CAMARILLO, Calif. (AP) — U.S. gasoline prices dropped
more than 2 cents over the past two weeks but may have reached
the end of their price decline.
According to the Lundberg Survey of 10,000 stations nationwide, the average retail price, including all grades and taxes, was
just under $1.05 per gallon on Friday, down 2.64 cents from two
weeks earlier.
The average price at. self-serve stations was 99 cents per gallon for regular, $1.10 for mid-grade and $1.18 for premium. Full
service prices were $1.44 for regular, $1.55 for mid-grade and
$1.60 for premium.
The price appears to have bottomed out after a year that saw
faltering demand in economically depressed places such as Asia,
and an oil glut that reduced crude oil and gas prices by about
18 cents per gallon, analyst Trilby Lundberg said Sunday.
Lundberg said retail prices may stay where they are for a
while. "Unless we take a world recession scenario far more widespread and deeper than is seen today, then this could be the tail
end of the price cuts," she said.

Katzenberg meets challenge
NEW YORK (AP) — Animate a story that's sacred to three
major religions, pick a voice to sound like God, and mass-market the result around the world — all without offending anybody.
That was the delicate task before Jeffrey Katzenberg, co-founder
of DreamWorks, as he shepherded the forthcoming film "The
Prince of Egypt" — which tells the story of Moses — from concept to reality.
"It is so much more complicated, so much more challenging
than simply making a movie,- Katzenberg told Time magazine in
its Dec. 14 issue.
Katzenberg met with 700 clerics and scholars, journeyed to the
Vatican, studied the Bible and spoke to professors at Harvard's
divinity school, all in an effort to get things right — without
stepping on anyone's toes. And instead of Moses action figures,
the promotional tie-in will consist of a package containing a book,
compact disc and tickets to the movie.

Setzer remembers moment
NEW YORK (AP) — Brian Setzer, who helped revive rockabilly in the 1980s with The Stray Cats, says his foray into swing
music stems from an appearance his band almost made on the old
-Tonight" show.
"They wanted us to do 'Rock This Town,— the guitarist says
Setzer of one of the Stray Cats' hit songs. Although the band didn't appear on the show at the time, talks "came close enough that
they asked us if we wanted to use Doc's (Severinsen) big band.
And a light bulb went off. That was one of the first times I ever
got the idea."
The Brian Setzer Orchestra's remake of the Louis Prima toetapper "Jump Jive an' Wail" was featured in a Gap commercial
this year, but Setzer tells Rolling Stone magazine that the resurgence in swing has been building for some time.
"Let's face it, swing is huge," Setzer says. "But we were doing
it six years ago. Last year I was selling 7,000 tickets at the Greek
Theater in L.A. with no radio play ... No MTV or VH1. It was
word-of-mouth."

Harris plays new role
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Harriet Harris is going from shark to
sentiment.
Ms. Harris, who plays Frasier Crane's predatory agent on the
NBC sitcom "Frasier," is taking a gentler turn in "The Last Night
of Ballyhoo," playing a nice but nutty Jewish mother.
The play is running at a Beverly Hills theater.
Ms. Harris, a Texas-born actress who trained at Juilliard and
in regional theater, has made a career recently of playing neurotics and crazies, such as her turn as a "psychotic clone" on
"The X-Files."
"I guess I can access insane," she said. "I am Southern."
The theater work is a welcome change, she told the Los Angeles Times for a story published Sunday.

Stallone buys new home
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Rocky has a new home.
Sylvester Stallone has bought a new Italian villa-style estate in
the Beverly Hills area for about $10 million, the Los Angeles
Times reported Sunday.
The 16,000-square-foot home has six bedrooms and nine baths
while the gated estate boasts a pool, formal gardens and a 500foot driveway.
Stallone -and his wife, model Jennifer Flavin, have been living
part-time at their 11.7-acre Miami estate, which is on the market
for $24.7 million.

Teaching assistants return to classes
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — University of California graduate
teaching assistants prepared to return to classes Monday to complete the fall term after system officials agreed to discuss their
demand to unionize.
A 45-day "cooling-off period,- announced Sunday night, came
Just in time for finals at all eight undergraduate campuses. Talks
were to begin within 10 days.
Teaching assistants walked off the job last week, the fourth
such strike in six years and the first involving all the general
admissions campuses — Berkeley, Los Angeles, San Diego, Davis,
Santa Barbara, Irvine, Riverside and Santa Cruz. More than half
of the 9,000 teaching assistants, readers and tutors authorized the
strike.
At issue is whether the students can unionize for collective bargaining, a right they have been trying to win for 15 years. University system officials have maintained that teaching assistants.
readers and tutors cannot unionize because they are students, not
employees.
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Student shooters

gave warning signs
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Before gunfire erupted in several
schools in the past year, the boys
convicted or accused of pulling
the trigger had sent signals that
they were edging toward violence,
a newspaper reported Sunday.
At least four of the boys talked
about doing something violent, and
other people heard. Two of them
actually took guns to school right
before the shootings, and other
people saw.
On one hand, these accounts
of the boys' behaviors offer insight
into warning signs that may precede such violence.
On the other hand, although the
behaviors do seem ominous in retrospect, no one in the four communities regarded them at the time
as serious indicators of the horror
to come, The Courier-Journal
reported Sunday.
The assaults on the schools in
Kentucky, Mississippi, Arkansas
and Oregon killed 12, wounded
47 others and stunned a nation
with a new brand of terror.
The Louisville newspaper interviewed friends and former classmates of those charged or convicted in the shootings, along with
school officials in each state for
a four-part special report.
Larry Bentz, the principal of
Thurston High School in Springfield, Ore., where a student allegedly killed two and wounded 25 last
May, knows from first-hand experience that identifying violent tendencies ,in students is an inexact
science, at best.
"One of the problems," Bentz
said, "is what makes a tendency?
One of the things that's typical,
particularly among eighth-, ninth10th-grade boys, is this chip-onthe-shoulder attitude, the aggressiveness, trying to establish their
station in life. So the level of talk
can be pretty intense."
Those charged or convicted in
the shootings exuded intensity
enough:
—Michael Carneal, who opened
fire in the lobby of Heath High
School outside Paducah, Ky., on
Dec. 1, 1997, has said that he
carried guns to school two times
last fall — and showed them to
other students. Carneal, a 14-yearold freshman, used one of the
guns to kill three students and
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wound five others
—Kip Kinkel of Springfield,
Ore., IS, also was obsessed with
guns, explosives and violent fantasies. He was suspended from
Thurston High School when a gun
was found in his locker last May
20. The next day, after being
released by juvenile authorities, he
allegedly killed his parents, then
returned to school and allegedly
fired into a crowded cafeteria.
—Luke Woodham told a friend
about his plans to kill. The next
day, he killed two and wounded
seven at Pearl High School in suburban Jackson, Miss., on Oct. 1,
1997, after stabbing his mother to
death at his home.
—Mitchell Johnson, then 13 —
one of two students at a Jonesboro, Ark., middle school who
killed five and wounded 10 others last March 24 — was quoted
afterward by no fewer than 16
students saying such things the
day before the shooting as, he
"had a lot of killing to do."
"We did not have a clue that
those boys were going to do that,"
said Linda Render, a counselor at
Jonesboro's
Westside
Middle
School.
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GOP moderates gain influence

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — After
years-as marginal Maras in the
House. Republican moderates are
emerging as an important bloc
on issues from impeachment to
taxes and campaign finance in a
new Congress that promises to
have a less ideological cast.
Incoming House Speaker Bob
Livingston. R-La., makes clear he
will reach out to Democrats and
be less confrontational than Newt
Gingrich, who held the post for
four tumultuous years.
Gingrich took control of the
House as an avowed conservative revolutionary. Livingston's
style is accommodation.
The influence of moderate
Republicans has been in decline
at least since the 1980 election
of Ronald Reagan moved the center of political gravity to the
right.
The moderates suffered an even
greater blow in 1994 when a
new wave of conservatives were
elected to the House in a Republican sweep that gave the party
control of the chamber for the
first time in 40 years.
But four years later voters
seemed to send a message of
moderation and Gingrich came
under attack from his left and
right. He resigned as speaker and
said he would leave Congress in
January.
The new mood in the House
offers hope to GOP moderates
like Rep. Christopher Shays of
Connecticut. He said he expects
the new Congress to follow a
public mandate "to not be so
into ideology."
"You can't win if you can't
control the center," said Rep. Brian
Bilbray, R-Calif.
On impeachment, moderate
GOP congressman Peter King of
New York is taking the lead to
build support for a censure resolution as an alternative to ordering President Clinton to stand
trial in the Senate.

WASHINGTON TODAY
•

DONALD ROTHBERG
Associated Press *ter
To date, the Republican leadership has shown no •interest in
the King proposal.
But if the New Yorker can
demonstrate enough support for
censure — forming a coalition
of Democrats and moderate Republicans — his proposal could take
on critical importance during an
impeachment debate on the House
floor.
Shays also has collaborated with
Rep. Marty Meehan. D-Mass., to
sponsor legislation that Would
rewrite campaign finance laws.
The proposal would prohibit
unlimited and unregulated contributions to political parties, so
called soft money.
"I'd like to push real early
for a major reform of campaign
finance laws," said Shays.
His bipartisan attempt passed
the House last August over the
opposition of the Republican leadership. But backers of similar legislation in the Senate were unable
to break a GOP filibuster.
Taxes and health care legislation are also issues on which
GOP moderates hope to forge
coalitions
with
like-minded
Democrats and press alternatives
to measures proposed by conservatives.
There is near unanimous support in GOP ranks for tax cuts,
but many moderates are unwilling to back the massive reductions sought by conservatives.
Shays argues that the November election results in which
Republicans lost five House seats

demonstrated that voters remain
satisfied with Republican control
of the House but "they want it
to be from the center-right, not
the far-right."
"The American people don't
like extremes of either end," Bilbray said.
Ralph Reed, former director of
the Christian Coalition and now
a political consultant with a largely conservative clientele, said "the
conventional wisdom is that the
acerbic confrontational leadership
style represented by Gingrich" is
over and that the House has
entered a period of greater bipartisanship.
"Any time you have that kind,
of atmosphere, that helps moderates," said Reed.
He predicted there would be
"more
healthy
collaboration"
between moderates and conservatives "certainly on specific issues
like campaign finance reform and
patient protection," the GOP alternative to the managed care legislation offered by congressional
Democrats and the White House.
But Reed predicts that the period of moderate influence on the
party is likely to decline once
the focus shifts to the 2000 presidential campaign.
The GOP presidential primary
process is "dominated by religious conservatives," said Reed.
Candidates vying for the party's
presidential nomination "are not
going to be able to ignore with
impunity the views of grassroots
conservatives."
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The calendar tells me that Christmas is only a few short weeks
away.
Store displays serve as constant reminders that the holiday
season is here.
And the Christmas cards I
receive daily serve as yet another reminder.
Well, to follow that little duck
analogy (if it looks like a duck,
quacks like a duck, then it must
be a duck), then I guess that it
is 'so.
But if this is December and
Christmas is only 18 days away,
then why is it that I am longing
for my air conditioner in the dead
of night?
Why am I still able to go outside barefoot, wearing a pair of
shorts? How can it be December
if all my winter clothes are still
hanging in the back of the closet?
Where is the snow, the ice and
the other trappings of winter? At
this rate, we might as well move
Christmas dinner to a picnic at
Kentucky Lake. How am I supposed to get into the Christmas
spirit if the temperature never dips
below 70 degrees?
•••
Speaking of the Christmas spirit, we decided to put our Christmas decorations up Saturday. Originilly, we had planned to do this
over Thanksgiving, but we were
too busy digesting the holiday goodies to go on a scavenger hunt.
Mike hauled the boxes downstairs and Austin and I began the
task of separating the Christmas tree
branches by color. Then, I began
the task of unpacking the other
boxes.
Anyone who is married will be
able to identify with this scenario.
As I began searching through the
box, I came across several empty
boxes that were supposed to be

tilled with my most treasured cat
ornaments.
My fingers touched a green shopping bag and before I opened it,
I knew what I was about to find
- all the ornaments from last year's
tree in an inevitable jumble.
Yep, there they were. My cherished Fancy Feast ornaments, the
ones that are placed way up high
in the tree so that Austin, Pooh
(cat) and Tiki (cat) are unable to
touch them, were haphazardly
dumped into the bag.
Now knowing that I would
never do such a thing, I opened
my mouth to launch the first attack.
"Mike, why didn't you put the
ornaments away in the boxes?"
And the oh-so-careful reply:
"Well, you were obviously not
going to take down the tree so somebody had to do it."
That exchange should have alerted me that this was not the time
to take umbrage at such an outdated infraction. After all, it happened over a year ago.
Unfortunately, that was only the
beginning. Not only did I find
that my painted cookie dog that I
have had since sixth grade was
crumbling (of course I blamed
improper packing), but several of
our Looney Tune ornaments had
broken.
And then, to add insult to injury,
sections of our Christmas tree
lights weren't working. I was particularly attached to those lights
because there were eight settings
that could create a variety of looks.
While Austin went to the Christ-

was paiadc, Mike and I headed
to the store in search of lights.
We stood in the aisle, bickering
back and forth over which set to
get. He was firmly backing a 300
strand of lights while I preferred
the 150 musical strand. I had hoped
to find lights identical to the ones
we had, but was unsuccessful.
Three sets of musical lights
later, we headed home.
Now, the problem occurred once
we got the lights on and plugged
them in. Since there was no connector, we had to plug the two
sets in separately.
As the melodic sounds of
Christmas carols surrounded us,
the holiday spirit began to fill the
room.
That is, until we plugged in
the second set and created a stereo
effect with the carols. Kinda like
the "Row, Row, Row Your Boat"
campfire routine.
Needless to say, it took another trip to the store to get a set
of 300 strand lights. The second
musical set was stripped off the
tree and then regulated to the tree
in our upstairs hallway.
And Mike never once said, "I
told you so."
I was driving past the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce the other day and
glanced at the sign, expecting to
see the missing "0."
To my surprise, the sign had
indeed been repaired. Thanks go
to John Williams for taking care
of what had become an eyesore.

KIRIS defies logic
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
Kentucky Board of Education this
week likely will propose a new
method of measuring and classifying school performance. For
some, it can't come too soon.
The board's meeting follows the
release of scores from the third
and final cycle of the oftenreviled Kentucky Instructional
Results Information System —
KIRIS.
From the results, it's little
wonder KIRIS has defied logic
to -so much of the public. A
high score did not necessarily
bring reward, nor a low score
any consequence.
Literally dozens of schools
qualified for cash rewards despite
scores too low to give them any
realistic hope of reaching the proficiency level Kentucky has set
as a goal for all schools by
2014. Look for baselines, or starting point scores, to be recalculated.
For most people, the sheer
calculus of KIRIS is confusing
enough. Each school has a baseline computed from two years of
test scores, an improvement goal
to shoot for over two more years,
and a "growth index" to show
how well or poorly it did.
Last week, scores came in
from the tests taken last spring,
and schools got their verdicts.
They were classified one of five
ways:
—Reward, two shares —
Exceeded improvement goal.
—Reward, one share — Exactly met improvement goal or at
least beat the baseline.
—Equaled baseline — No
reward but no consequence, either.
—Decline — Growth index
dipped below baseline but by less
than five points.
—Decline/parental notification
— Growth index was five or
more points below baseline.
To fathom KIRIS, it is crucial to understand that the system was designed to make schools
compete against themselves, their
own past performances, and not
against other schools.
Every school was to try to
progress along a theoretical scale
ut rero to 140. And theoretically, every school could • beat its

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS
CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
past performance and win rewards.
But society is accustomed to
letter grades and scales of zero
to 100. The instinct is to compete against others, not ourselves.
-continuous progress against
one's own performance level is
not an idea that's understood,"
Education Commissioner Bill
Cody said last week.
Logic is not readily apparent
when a school like Lake Malone Elementary in Muhlenberg
County posts the ninth-highest
score in the state, 70.5, but gets
the lowest possible rating.
In what could be called insult
added to injury, no fewer than
62 schools qualified for rewards
despite scores below 40. One
reward school, Williamsburg Middle, did not even crack 30; its
score was 29.5.
In one sense, Lake Malone
was a victim of its own success. Its scores had been so consistently high that its improvement goal, 80.1. was the highest in the state.
The Department of Education
refuses to rank schools, so the
Lexington Herald-Leader ,devised
its own rankings, expressed as
"percent of goal."
Schools are ranked according
to how far above or below their
improvement goal they scored.
Only seven other elementary
schools fared worse than Lake
Malone in that measurement, giving it the strange distinction of
being in the top 10 and bottom
10 simultaneopsly.
"We knew something like this
was going to happen eventually
because you can only go so
high," Joe Wells, principal of
Lake Malone. said in an interview last week.
"As far as the teachers and
the students — if anything, we
probably worked harder last year
than we ever have We just did
the best wc could, and then.

however they come up with these
scores, that's where we fell this
time."
It probably was small comfort
to Wells that Cody sympathized
with him — to a point. "I don't
think the classifications were very
sound," Cody said. He also called
the
accountability
formula
"flawed."
But "that's a wakeup call" to
be on the list of schools in decline,
Cody said. "I don't mean any
school should ignore that. It's a
fact they went down."
The state board this week is
expected to propose a new type
of measurement. It might take a
"straight line" approach, giving
all schools the same target and
deadline,• while including a safety zone that would allow a school
to slip slightly in one year without being labeled in decline.
The state board's technical
advisers, a panel of nationally
regarded university researchers,
have recommended a more complicated matrix that would measure a school's growth in larger
context.
The straight-line model is infinitely simpler — no small consideration for the state board and
the department, which would have
to muster political support for it
— but the researchers say it has
two serious drawbacks.
It unrealistically assumes all
schools can hit the target by
deadline, and it allows a school
that hits the target early to rest
on its laurels, they say.
The General Assembly's Office
of Education Accountability sides
with the technical panel. The state
board's members are divided.
The board could propose something else in compromise. But
the system undoubtedly will
change.
Said Cody: "That whole classification system is about to fall
of its own weight."
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Mrs. Desiree McNutt McCuiston, 79, St. Rt. 94 East, Murray,
died Saturday. Dec. 5, 1998, at 2:57 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A clerk at the former Jeffreys Store in Murray, she was a
member of Elm Grove Baptist Church and Fidelis Sunday School
Class. Born May 15, 1919, in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Emmett McNutt and Rettie Lee Holsapple
McNutt. One brother, Nuel McNutt, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Joe Parker McCuiston, to whom
she was married on Nov. 25, 1950; two daughters, Mrs. Karen Jo
Carpenter and husband, Jon, and Mrs. Rita Diane Blakely and
husband, Ben, one son, Phillip Dwain McCuiston and wife, Rita,
and two sisters, Mrs. Codell Williams and husband, Alfred, and
Mrs. Eva Dell Henry and husband, Charles, all of Murray; one
brother, Tellus McNutt and wife, Faye, Paducah; two sisters-inlaw, Mrs. Norma Clark, New Concord, and Mrs. Faye Dowdy and
husband, Isaac, St. Louis, Mo.; six grandchildren, Jason Robert
McCuiston, Brian Dwain McCuiston. Danny Ross McCuiston. Kaci
LeeAnn Carpenter, Kaitlyn Jo Carpenter, and Austin Benjamin
Blakely; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. M.T. Robertson, the Rev. David
Brasher, and the Rev. Todd Buck will officiate. Music will be by
Nelson Key, soloist, and Emma Dean Lawson, pianist.
Active pallbearers will be Dan McNutt, Ronnie McNutt, Michael
Willoughby, Wayne Henry, Ricky Williams, David Dowdy, Tim
Dowdy, Ted Clark, Jason McCuiston, and Greg McNutt. Her grandchildren and members of the Fidelis Sunday School Class at Elm
Grove Church will be honorary groups. Burial will follow in Elm
Grove Cemetery.

The Murray Ledger & Times.in
an effort to show readers hom.
donations to The United Way
of Murray & Calloway County
EC spent. will run a series of
miniprofiks on member
agencies leading up to the
1999 fund raising campaign.

The Power
of"U”

BERNAHD KANE/Ledger & Times

LIVING NATIVITY: Hundreds of people flocked to Coles Campground Church this weekend for
the live nativity performance on the church grounds.

MATCH POINT
When building a campfire,
clear a 5-foot area around
the pit down to the soil.

James Norvis (Jim) Cathey
James Norvis (Jim) Cathey, 72, Paducah. died Saturday, Dec.
5, 1998, at 76 a.m. at his home.
He had retired after 35 years as a sales representative of Pella
Window Co. He attended the former Kirksey High School in Calloway County, was a U.S. Marine veteran of World War II, and
a member of Southland Baptist Temple, Paducah.
Born in Calloway County, he was the son of the late James
H. Cathey and Addie Mae Johnson Cathey. Also preceding him
in death were one sister, Lourelle Stokes, and one brother, Buron
Cathey.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Elsie Cathey; one son, Steve
Cathey, Benton; two daughters, Mrs. Debra Benes, Las Vegas,
Nev., and Rebecca D. Cathey, Paducah; his twin sister, Mrs. Ola
Mae Harrell, Paris, Tenn.; two stepsons, C.L. Sutton, Ledbetter,
and Ricky Sutton, Edgewater,.-Fla4--eight-grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Lone Oak
Funeral Home, Paducah. Dr. Harold Council and the Rev. Topper
Council will officiate. Burial will follow in West Fork Baptist
Church Cemetery in Calloway County.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Southland Baptist
Temple, A.W.A.N.A. Building fund, 927 Yarbro Lane, Paducah,
KY 42003, or The Gideons International, Paducah East Camp,
P.O. Box 8436, Paducah, KY 42002.

REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
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Mrs. Marie Slimbosky, 60, New Athens, Ohio, formerly of Murray, died Saturday, Dec. 5, 1998. at Carriage Inn, Cadiz, Ohio.
She was preceded in death by her first husband, Raymond L.
Schaeffer in 1968; her second husband, George A. (Butch) Slimbosky Jr. in 1997; and one sister. Edith Sanchez. Born Dec. 5,
1938, in Trigg County, she was the daughter of the late James A.
Turner and Willie Melton Turner.
Survivors include one daughter, Georgie Slimbosky, New Athens;
three sons, James Schaeffer, St. Clairsville, Ohio, and Raymond
Schaeffer and Randy Slimbosky, both of New Athens; two sisters,
Mrs. Vira Collins and Mrs. Hope Thorn, both of Murray; three
brothers, Tommy Turner, Zanesville, Ohio, Phillip Turner, Pascagoula,
Miss., and Virgil Turner, Murray; five grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at I p.m. in The House of the
Shepherd, New Athens, Ohio. The Rev. Paul Hamilton will officiate. Burial will follow in Longview Cemetery, New Athens, with
the Clark-Kirkland Funeral Home, Cadiz, Ohio, in charge of
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The House of the
Shepherd, New Athens, Ohio 4398.1.

301 Andrus Drive • Murray
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CASH ADVANCE
*
Don't Wait!Don't Delay!
.TGimit The Cash You Need TODAY!'
its

SAVE

25%*
by bringing in a
receipt, business card,
or brochure from a
competitor.

01
.
40

753-1020

Located in the Olympic Plaza

dab

'Discounts Apply To New
CustomellOr,& at
*v<di
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Virtually Undetectable Hearing Aids

Ultra-CIC
Completely-In-The-Canal
Virtually invisible, the Ultra-CIC from
Qualitone is an entirely new type of
hearing aid. The advantages are
•30 DAY TRIAL
obvious:
•Excellent high frequency response
•Amplifies sound deep in the ear anal
•Less wind noise
•Nearly invisible

• FREE HEARING TEST

SAVE $100 WITH THIS COUPON

71tERR'* e-ReTS177/t,4.5
Hurry...this offer expires 12-30-98

Our Best Investment Is You.

=ser
VIRST
AMERICAN

When You Bring
This Ad In

ct0000000000•O00000

co
Open Saturdays Until Noon
000000000000000000

Investments Since 1854.

Report Not Available

25%*

Ask For Brenda

MAW SO ASJO4 6IPA)

HOG MARKET

SAVE

\
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Sgt. Mike Jump

We will give you cash for
your personal check and
Allihold it until next payday.
Social Security
. ,.
customers are
welcome.

753-0228

CO
0

502-759-9672

A memorial service for Murray Police Detective Sgt. Mike
Jump will be Tuesday at noon at Westside Baptist Church, Murray.
.Sgt. Jump, 42, New Concord, died Sunday, Nov.. 29, 1998, at
12:30 p.m. at his home.
Survivors include one daughter, ICatlyn Nicole Jump, Murray;
his parents, Curtis and Joyce Smith Jump, Glasgow; one brother,
Steve Jump, one niece, Sara Jump, and one nephew, Brian Jump,
all of Franklin.

No Predetermined Limit!

A Life-Changing Weight Loss Program.
COMING SOON TO THE... YMCA

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times

A JOYFUL SONG: Members of the Murray High School chorus
sing during the Christmas program at the open house sponsored by the Murray Woman's Club Sunday.

Mrs. Marie Slimbosky

•

Agency Name:
Kentuckiana Girl Scouts
Address:
711 Jefferson St.
Paducah, KY 42001
Phone: 502-443-8704
Service to Community:
Kentuckiana Girl Scouts: Helps
girls ages 5 to 17 years old develop values, leadership skills, and
community
.responsibility.
Murray is unique in having a
"Girl Scout Cabin" used for troop
meetings, troop sleepovers, troop
ceremonies, adult training, and
other activities throughout the
year. People served: 475
Program Funded by United
Way:
• 1998 Allocation $8,000
Executive Director:
Gwen Kaiser

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
206 South 4th • Murray • 753-8055

NYS( .,,,j %Mr-

CD &.
Cassette Derek
Sale Somerville CD

10% OFF

with purchase of
$25 or morel

Hwy.641 North • 1/4 Mile North of Wal-Mart
(502) 753-READ (7323)
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Lady golfers hold party
Miller's Lady Golfers held their
first Christmas party at the home
of Marsha Morris on Wednesday
evening.
Door prizes were furnished by
Miller Golf Course. A Chinese
auction was held.
Those present were Linda Breck,
Nancy Burcham. Frieda Elkins,

JO'S DATEBOOK

Brenda Geurin, Mary Madajczyk,
Marsha Morris, and Sue Thetford.
Winter play continues at 10
a.m. each Saturday. Thursday afternoon play will resume next March.
New members are welcome to
Join.
For more information call Marsha Morris at 759-1700.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

BIRTHS
Hannah Elisabeth English
Jeff and Jenny English of Murray are the parents of a daughter,
Hannah Elisabeth English, born on Thursday. Nov. 19, 1998, at 4:18
p.m. at Columbia PineLake Regional Hospital, Mayfield.
The baby weighed seven pounds 13 ounces and measured 21 inches. The mother is the former Jenny Martin.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Frank English of Murray. Dennis
Martin of Eddyville, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Naylor of Elkton.

Curtis Winnon Sanderson
William Glenn Sanderson and Bonnie Stone Duncan of P.O. Box
199. Hardin, are the parents of a son. Curtis Winnon Sanderson, born
on Saturday. Nov. 28, 1998, at 6:14 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds 14 ounces and measured 19 inches. A brother is Matthew P. Duncan.
Grandparents are Bobby and Melinda Stone of Dexter, Gloria
Sanderson and Jackie Hale of Hazel, and the late Paul Winnon Sanderson of Mayfield.
Great-grandparents are Arvin and Nadina Hill of Almo.

Brooks William Wimberly
Todd Wimberly and Lori Gream of 104 Magnolia St., Paris, Tenn..
are the parents of a son. Brooks William Wimberly, born on Saturday. Nov. 28, 1998, at 11:14 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds eight ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. Two brothers are Dalton and Jordan Raspberry. and a sister
is Leah Raspberry.
Grandparents are Jack and Linda Gream, Nina Gream, Brooxie
Wimberly, Edyth Freeland. Gary Wimberly. and Clarice and J. Will
Wimberly. all of Paris, Tenn.

First graders in Lisa Whitt's class at Murray Christian Academy celebrated Johnny Appleseed Day by making apple smiles.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Dec. 3 have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Tessier baby girl. mother,
Alyssa, Cadiz;
Richey baby boy, parents.
Nathan and Sonja, Nortonville.
Dismissals
Mrs. Edna E. Barrow, Hazel;
Mrs. Carol Martin Bonds, Kirksey; Miss Heather N. Stewart.
New Concord;
Miss Kelsey Lynn Postak, Mayfield; Mrs. Nila Grace Daugherty, Cadiz:

Kirksey open house Tuesday

Mrs. Lynn Elaine Clayton,
Almo; Arthur Rudolph Pfuehler.
Hardin;
Billy Joe Coursey, Mrs. Rebecca Gene Johnson and baby boy,
Mrs. Kathy Hargrove and baby
girl, and Miss Rebecca Lynn
Culp, all of Benton;
Joseph John Gertzen, Rodney
Arlie Sanders, Willie Glen Smith,
Joe Neal Butler,
Mrs. Virginia Sutherland Jones,
Mrs. Irene Collie, Miss Kate
Brooks Duncan.
Ms. Laurene Hanna, Ms. Belinda Katherine Young, and Henry
A. Buchanan, all of Murray.

753-0508
Neu' & Antique Accessories
For Home & Garden
New Location:
1608 Hwy. 121.V
By-pass
(Nest to Curter
For Women

rif
4

'

NEW
Regular Roan
Mon.Fr 10-5
Sat 1D-2
Clooed Wed.

The Kirksey Post Office will host a holiday open house on
Tuesday. The Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
will be in the parking lot that day from 8:30 a.m. to noon. Refreshments will be served in the lobby all day. Barbara Bucy, postmaster, invites all of her customers to stop by for a visit, buy
some of the 1998 Christmas stamps, and urges them to mail their
Christmas parcels early.

Federation of Blind on Tuesday
The National Federation of the Blind, Murray Chapter, will meet
Tuesday from 6 to 9 p.m. at Lacey's Restaurant in Benton. For
more information call John Glisson, Murray president, at 753-1161.

MOM.

Girl Scout leaders will meet
Girl Scout Leaders will meet tonight (Monday) at 6:30 p.m. at
the Girl Scout cabin on Sharp Street. All leaders are encouraged
to attend, according to Darlene Brumley, communications chairman.

Dexter Seniors plans event
The Dexter Senior Citizens will meet Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. at
the Dexter Center. This will be for a Christmas program and gift
exchange. Instead of a potluck meal, people are to bring finger
food for refreshments.

See What Is New At...

The Garden Path")

Today, Dec. 7, is a date that will live in infamy for those
affected by World War H. On that Sunday in 1941, Japanese
planes attacked without warning the U.S. Pacific Fleet at anchor
in Pearl Harbor in Hawaii.
Word of the attack spread throughout the nation by radio
and newspaper. Television was not in the homes at that time.
We can all remember what we were doing on that Sunday.
Being a sophomore at Murray Training School, I remember the
Monday after school. It was all the talk between students and
in most of the classes, especially in our social studies class with
Margaret Campbell as teacher.
Also immediately many of the families were further affected
by the sons, husbands, and fathers being drafted for the Armed
Forces. Every family in Murray and Calloway County was
affected. I still marvel at what the men in the Armed Forces
endured as I hear the men talking during J.B.'s Army unit's
reunion every two years.

NOW
IN STOCK!
Available in
Infant, Children
and Adult Szes

THEOS meeting Tuesday

MINNETONKA

THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will
meet Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the Annex of the Calloway County
Public Library. Opal Howard will present a program on "The Gift
of Christmas." The group will go later to eat at Sirloin Stockade.
This is a mutual self-help group which has provided a supportive, educational and non-sectarian spiritual program for the widowed since 1962. For information call Howard at 753-1998, Lillian Steele at 753-2875, Karen Isaacs at 753-2411, or Reita Moody
at 753-0172.

MOCCASINS

Red Tag
Sale
20% OFF
& More

1100 Chestnut
Murray
753-1133

EuetyniVallis. Owner

Grace WMU to hear Owens
Grace Baptist Church WMU will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in
the Fellowship Hall. Guest speaker will be Myrtice Owens. retired
missionary to Africa. A social hour with members bringing finger
foods will be prior to the program by Mrs. Owens.

SUBSCRIBE

/MN

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have its birthday
potluck meeting Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. This will be for all those having birthdays in December. The
SOS is a non-profit, nondenominational, social support group for
singles whether divorced, widowed, or never married. For information call Vicky at 759-5395.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star is scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall, Highway
121 North at Robertson Road North.

Genealogical Society will meet

James C. Williams Jr
U.S. Air Corps.

C. Thomas Williams
U.S. Marine Corps.

'With deepest appreciation andgratitude I would tike to egress my heart-felt thanks to my
friends anti neighbors who responded- with so many acts ofsympathy, kindness and canng
on 'Veteran's 'Day
following the unexpected death of my beloved son, Charles'Thomas
911_ovember 11, 1998.
'Thanks to Bfalock-Coleman FuneralHomefor making every effort to ease the pain and sadness of having to make thefinalarrangements. My dearfnend, Martha Farris, drove the hearse,
at her request, to thegraveside military services. For this, too, I shallalways be grateful
41Thanks to Bro. G.5. Moody, and Rev. William H. Hornbuckfe, a very closefneruf ofTommy's,
for their comforting words. Rev. Hornbuckle brought both smiles and tears as he recounted some
of the humorous events which occurred dunn_q Tommy's high school- years as they operated the
printing press at the Ledger & Times.
'To 'Debbie Simmons a special thanksfor volunteering to have the visitation at her home
following thefuneral Many thanks also to those who broughtfood or assisted.
'Thanks to Tommy's Murray High School- class of'66 for the largefloralspray which was so
beautijiiffy done in the bfackandgofffschool colors.
'Thanks to thefnends who called or visited to offer condolences. For those who sent the many
beautiful, inspiring sympathy cards, you will never know the comfort they brought and how much
it helps to know others do care.
'Thanksfor every act of kirufness.
Also, since 'Dec. 9 will mark.the 26th anniversary ofyimmy's death I want to say, in memory
of my beloved son, _lames Cowan Williams, Jr. who died 12-9-72, I recall how much he loved his
brother Tommy - hcrw much they loved each other. 'They both served in 'Vietnam.
I shallalways love them and miss them and with God's help I can, in time, accept these
heartbreaking tosses.
It is comforting to know they are once again reunited- this time in the arms of God
From the heart,
Yo ([eta Witham
Mother

The Calloway County Genealogical Society will have a luncheon meeting on Tuesday at the home of Penny Fields, Calvert City.
Members will meet at the Wal-Mart parking lot. Murray, to carpool to Calvert City.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Story Hours at the library
Calloway County Public Library will have Parents and Twos at
9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at 10:30 a.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday. "Christmas Stories" will be the theme, according to Sandy
Linn, youth services librarian. For information call 753-2288.

Call For Openings

753-5227

•"

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Sewing Machine

SALES • SERVICE
HOME CURED by David Riley
Authentically salt-cured & hickory smoked the
old fashioned way for full-bodied, yet mellow
flavor, because its aged almost a full year!
Place Holiday Orders Now!
Toll Free 1-888-780-8270
Local (502) 759-6128

Home & Industrial
Over 25 Years Experience
Layaway Now For
Christmas
litif

41,11,17110.1.-APiff
TS.3-344411
95 Chestnut St., Murray
www.d•*1 • n • Itt.com

12-Month Personalized Full Color Photo Calendars
Bring us 12 of your favorite family photos, and we'll
print up o large 11" X 17"Calendar just for you!
can have a one-of-a-kind pt,rsonalited ca,ondar printed
for ‘,ou and your family to emoy. Each photo becoates 3 giant 810 color pnnt on a large 11" x17 ready-to-hang calendar. Makes
iyi,, iit.i
l;
4
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tsallyyeoair long
a fabulous Chnstma.xlgiftth:
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1 Photo" Calendar IV
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation
department between
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1301 Chesmul Street • Murray KY 4207.
502)753-7117

OPY(

‘sk about our multiple calendar discount.

5:00 • 6:00

p.m.
Monday-Friday or
4:30 • 5:00 p.m.
Saturday at
753-1916.
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CHRISTMAS

Come To

Der Enid!

irriguit

For Your Holiday Baking
& Unique Gifts
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Let Corn-Austin
"Brighton" Your Holidays
With Prighton Accessories
•Wallets

Crallberrtes

*Handbags

wooden \wagons
Count

•Belts

Fresh Vlidge
Murray Afghans

*Necklaces

MAKE YOUR GIFT BASKETS HERE

•Watches
•Earrings
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Above All! Here's 3 Things You'll
Like Best About The New
Prairie 300 Automatic.
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1. Hi-Lo Range Automatic
(easy to ride or pull with)

K

use on
iospital
'..efresh,, postit, buy
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2. Wide Roomy Floor Boards
(easy to get on or oft)
3. Power Like a 400 Engine
(plenty of power but not a lot of weight.
Yes, the new 300 is a break through 4-wheeler. It has
the best steering and plushest ride, but you can still work
with it.
To get yours at only'$118.50 a month and 0 down Call
Town & Country Kawasaki 753-8078 and give a simple
bank credit application.

)(GE 19" Color TV
Model #19GT319

$249
Court Square-Murray • 753-1713
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY!
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CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS
•Wrangler Jeans
.Wrangler Shirts &
Blouses
•New Wrangler 20X
Jeans & Shirts
•New Ladies & Men's
Justin Work Boots
•Resistol Hats
•Circle Y Saddles
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the Ultimate in Custom Framing" CZ
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301 N. 12th • University Square, Murray • 759-1019
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Duck Outerwear
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Call Today!
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Print by Martin Grelle

Gift Packet includes:
UNIFORM
PRIVATE LESSON
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Jew to Season
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Giftware Room
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gite T-ssentiai2:Pay Spa
301 North 12th St. • Murray, KY 42071 •(502) 767-0760
•Massage Therapy • Facials • AVEDATM Products & OP1
• Aromatherapy • Sugaring

MONESSEN
Gas Logs
and Fireplaces
Warm up this
season with a
beautiful fireplace
and gas logs from
Monessen.

The Perfect Gift!

MURRAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
206 E. Main • 753-3361

*Energy Efficient
*Beautiful
Realistic Logs
*Available In
Natural or LP
*Easily Installed
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UK to
face Penn
State in
Outback

Racers crush
EKU 108-66;
improve to 6-0
MSU perfect on
'Death Valley' trip
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
RICHMOND, Ky. -- This time,
Murray State didn't wait to get started.
After a sluggish beginning at
Morehead Thursday, the Racers
jumped out of the gates at Eastern Kentucky Saturday by scoring
the first eight points.
And they never slowed down.
Everything that could have possibly gone Murray State's way did
in a 108-66 demolishing of the
Colonels, EKU's worst-ever loss
in Richmond.
"Morehead got our attention
Thursday; we were a little tight
at the start of that game, but today
we were loose," Racer coach
Tevester Anderson said after his
team improved to 6-0 and easily
swept the Ohio Valley Conference's "Death Valley" swing.
How dominant were the Racers?
Consider some facts:
II Six players reached double
figures while two more added eight
points.
•Murray State had an incredible 52 points off the bench, with
Mike Turner and Justin Burdine
scoring 12 each and Michael Floyd
adding 10 points and II rebounds.
•Murray State outrebounded
EKU 55-33. led by Floyd.

MURRAY ST.(6-0)
Virgil 8-11 1-2 17, Spencer 6-10 3-3 15.
Reese 5-8 2-3 12, Turner 5-8 0-0 12, Burdine 5-7 0-0 12, Floyd 3-7 4-5 10, Cunningham 3-5 1-2 8. Page 3-6 1-2 8. Towns 3-6
0-07. Murray 2-6 0-1 5, Gay 1-5 0-0 2 Totals 44-79 12-18 108.
E. KENTUCKY (1-4)
Griffin 5-16 7-10 17, Acuff 5-12 3-5 15,
Robinson 3-10 5-6 12, Mattox 5-11 1-5 11,
Allison 1-8 2-2 4, Fitzgerald 1-3 0-0 3,
Stukes 1-2 0-0 2, Weir 1-3 0-0 2. Chinn 0-1
0-0 0. Staggs 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 22-66 18-28
66
Halftime—Murray St 54. E Kentucky 34
3-point goals—Murray St 8-19 (Burdine 22, Turner 2-4, Cunningham 1-1. Page 1-3.
Murray 1-2, Towns 1-4, Reese 0-2. Floyd 01), E Kentucky 4-11 (Acuff 2-3, Robinson
1-4, Fitzgerald 1-2, Mattox 0-1, Allison 0-1)
Fouled out—Griffin Rebounds—Murray St.
55(Floyd 11), E Kentucky 33(Mattox, Gnffin 4) Assists—Murray St. 25 (Burdine 7),
E Kentucky 7 (Robinson 3) Total
fouls—Murray St 22, E Kentucky 20
Technicals—Murray A-1.800

•Murray State shot 55.7 percent from the field while holding
Eastern to just 33.3. including a
meager 27.5 percent in the second half, when the Racers shot
57.9 percent.
"Our guys are really competing right now,- Anderson said.
"Our bench is getting better each
day. and we challenge them to
give us minutes. I'm very proud
of those guys because they made
a tremendous contribution tonight."
Duane Virgil gave the Racers
an early spark, scoring six of the
first eight points and 12 of MSU's

MARK YOUNG(Ledger & Times photo

Murray State's Rod Murray dunks as an Eastern Kentucky player watches helplessly in
the Racers' 108-66 OVC win Saturday in Richmond.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — In
season in which game after
game went down to the wire. Kentucky needed every one of quarterback Tim Couch's 36 touchdowns and 4,275 passing yards
to get to 7-4.
On Sunday, the Wildcats needed only Couch's name to earn
their first bid to a New Year's
Day bowl in nearly half a centurY.
Outback Bowl spokesman Jim
McVay said Couch, the Heisman
Trophy finalist who shattered
school and conference passing
records, was the decisive factor
in the Tampa, Fla., bowl's decision to pick Kentucky over Georgia as its Southeastern Conference
representative.
The Wildcats will face No. 22
Penn State.
"One of the names that kept
coming up on the SEC side as
we evaluated was Tim Couch,"
McVay said. " ... We said, 'We
better grab this guy, bring him
in, match him up against a real
strong Penn State team."
The game will match a New
Year's Day newcomer against a regular. Penn State's Outback bid
extends the school's run of New
Year's bowls to eight straight,
matched only by Florida State.
"We have been on pins and

Lady Lakers 76, Trigg 38
After three straight road games
Trigg
7 21 31
—38
to open the season. Calloway CounCalloway
22 40 54 —76
ty's Lady Lakers were happy to
Calloway — Lassiter 16. Norsworthy
be home.
10, Thomas 10, Lencki 9, Rogers 8,
Judging from their 76-38 win
Cleaver 6, Pigg 4, Mason 4, Ragsdale
over Trigg County Saturday, home
3, White 2. Stonecipher 2, Miller 2
is a nice place for Calloway to
FG: 35-70 3-point FG: 0-6 FT: 6-12.
Rebounds: NA Record: 3-1.
be.
Trigg — Grubbs 10, Gann 8, Wilson 8,
The Lady Lakers (3-1) took a
Redd 7, White 5 FG: 17-51 3-point
22-7 lead after one quarter add
FG: 0-2 FT: 4-13 Rebounds: N/A
were never threatened, extending
Record: NA
the margin to 40-21 by halftime
and 54-31 after three quarters.
"We really got off to a good each. The Lady Lakers were 35
start," Calloway coach Scott Sivills of 70 from the field and 6-of-12
said. "We got down the court well at the free throw line.
Grubbs led Trigg with 10 points.
and we looked really crisp and sharp
The Lady Wildcats were 17 of 51
offensively.
"Defensively we got after them from the field and 4-of- I 3 at the
and only gave them one shot," he free throw stripe.
Calloway travels to Carlisle
said. "It was good to win our first
County tonight for a 7 p.m. game
home game."
Tiffany Lassiter led Calloway before returning home Tuesday to
with 16 points while Jena Thomas
and Jessica Norsworthy added 10 •See Page 9

• See Page 9

73-45 advantage.
The Lady Racers closed to within 79-69 late in the game before
falling by 12.
Bobbi Coltharp led Murray State
Staff Report
with a career-high 25 points while
Murray Ledger & Times
Heather Bates added 21 points and
RICHMOND, Ky. -- Murray Danelle Watts had eight points and
State's Lady Racers fell behind 10 rebounds. The Lady Racers
by 28 points in the second half were 22 of 57 (38.6 percent) from
of Saturday's Ohio Valley Con- the field, 3-of-I2 from 3-point range
ference battle at Eastern Kentucky, and 24 of 35 at the ree throw
but battled' back before falling 83- line. MSU was outrebounded 5340 and committed 22 turnovers.
71 to the Lady Colonels.
Marla Gearhart led Eastern with
MSU (0-6, 0-1 OVC) trailed
24
points while Charlotte Sizeand
52-40
just 40-30 at halftime
early in the second half before a more added 12 and Jennifer King
21-5 run gave Eastern (2-3, I -I) had II points and 12 rebounds.
The Lady Colonels were 39 of 85
(45.9
percent)overall from the field,
MARK YOUNG/Ledger photo
from 3-point range and 32-of-8
Murray State's Bobbi Coltharp
at
the free throw line.
of10
(left) shoots over an Eastern
Murray State contiques its OVC
Kentucky defender Saturday.
road swing tonight, playing at
Coltharp scored a career-high
Morehead at 6 Central Time.
25 points in an 83-71 loss.

MSU falls to
0-6 with loss

a

Broncos hold off Chiefs; now 13-0
By JOHN MOSSMAN
AP Sports Writer
DENVER (AP) — He's 38,
more prone to injury and less
quick to recover, and his uncanny elusiveness in the pocket has
diminished.
But he's still John Elway, as
he proved Sunday in rallying the
unbeaten Denver Broncos to a 3531 victory over the Kansas City
Chiefs.
"The old man over there," said
tight end Shannon Sharpe, nodding in Elway's direction in the
relieved Denver locker room. "You
all keep talking about it's time for
him to hang it up, but the guy's
'got plenty of life in that arm."
: Elway has been sidelined for
:all or part of six games this sea•

son because of injuries, and the
Broncos didn't seem to miss him.
But on Sunday. they needed one
of Elway's trademark fourth-quarter comebacks, and he delivered.
Elway drove his team to two
touchdowns in the final 6:48 as
the Broncos kept their perfect season intact. They became only the
third 13-0 team in NFL history,joining the 1934 Chicago Bears and
1972 Miami Dolphins.
Denver, which overcame deficits
of 14-0, 21-7 and 31-21, clinched
a first-round bye and home-field
advantage throughout the playoffs.
Elway completed 22 of 32 passes for 400 yards and two scores,
including the game-winner — a
24-yard pass to Sharpe with 3:34
remaining.

4

Lady Racers
fall 83-71 at
EKU Saturday

MHS boys fall Friday

16,11.%
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Calloway girls blast
Trigg in home opener
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BY TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer

Murray St. 108, EKU 66

II See Page 9
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Elway shines in elutch
"To he able to come through
when we needed the passing game,
it's nice to make the plays when
you have to make them." Elway
said. "It's been so long since we've
been in a game like this. This
was funT
It was Denver's toughest game
to date. The Broncos had trailed
in only three games all season,
and never by more than six points.
"They caught us off-balance
early. and we fell behind." Broncos coach Mike Shanahan said. "But
we felt if we just kept our composure and could come up with a
couple of plays down the stretch,

we could win."
Trailing 31-21. the Broncos got
big plays from both their offense
and defense.
Elway's medium-range pass to
Willie Green turned into a 50yardcr when Green broke Dale
Carter's tackle, taking it to the I.
where Terrell Davis scored his
third TD of the game with 6:48
remaining.
Denver's defense. vulnerable to
the Chiefs' short passing game
most of the day. held and forced
a punt, and Denver took possession at the 50.
%, Orchestrating the 47th game

ing drive of his career. Elway put
the Broncos in the end zone five
plays later.
Sharpe's touchdown catch came
on -a third-and-I play.
"I thought Mike was just going
to call a simple run to Terrell off
tackle and get a first down and
then go from there," Sharpe said.
"But Mike's so aggressive in his
play calling, he wanted the whole
shebang. We went for it. and John's
pass was right on the money."
The Chiefs, who had exhausted their timeouts, mounted a lastgasp drive to the Broncos' 36, but
Rich Gannon was sacked on fourth
down by Steve Atwater and Alfred
Williams.
Of Elway's 47 comeback drives,
nine have come against a Marty

team,
Schottepheimer-coached
including two in Cleveland.
"1 have the greatest admiration
in the world for him," the Chiefs
coach said of Elway. "It has nothing to do with his skill. It's that
the guy is the most competitive individual I have ever known. He is
the finest competitor I have ever
seen in professional sports."
Schottenheimer said his defense
was "able to stop them for a while,
but big plays got us today. That's
the bottom line."
Denver's Rod Smith caught eight
passes for 165 yards and Ed McCaffrey caught six for 103 yards.
Davis, the NFL rushing leader,
had 88 yards on 24 carries to
III See Page 9
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boost his season total to 1,654
yards. Davis scored on three 1 -yard
runs, giving him 59 career touchdowns to break Marcus Allen's
NFL record for most touchdowns
in the first four years of a career.
Allen had 58.
Denver's victory was its 18th
straight, including postseason,
which ties an NFL record shared by
four teams.
Kansas City (5-8), the more
emotional team in the early going,
built its early leads thanks to Gan-

9
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non's two touchdown passes and
Barn Morris' 1 -yard scoring run.
Elway rallied the Broncos to two
touchdowns in the second quarter,
making it 21-21 at intermission.
The Chiefs then repulsed three
Denver scoring opportunities, including an end-zone interception by
Mark McMillian and end-zone
fumble recovery by Leslie O'Neal.
Gannon threw his third TD pass,
a 26-yarder to Joe Horn, late in the
third quarter.
Early in the final quarter.
O'Neal blocked a Denver field-goal
attempt.

SCOREBOAR,D

From Page 8
first 21. Virgil finished with a
team-high 17 points on 8-of- I I
shooting, along with eight rebounds.
"I need to assert myself early,
and the guys kept passing the ball
to me," Virgil said."We tried to get
an early lead today, and that's why
we won."
Eastern's only threat of the
game came after the Colonels
closed to within 24-13 with 9:10
left, but an 8-2 MSU run put the
lead back up to 31-15. EKU closed
within 39-26 with just over five
minutes to go, but a subsequent 155 run gave the Racers a 54-34
halftime edge.

"We were really focused on getting out of the gate early," said
freshman point guard Justin Burdine, who scored a game-high 12
points off the bench -- hitting 5-of7 from the field and both of his 3point attempts -- along with five rebounds and seven assists.
MSU put the game out of Eastern's reach early in the second half,
scoring the first 10 points as part of
a 16-4 run that made it .-70-38 with
14:31 to go. Another 12-4 run moments later made it 82-42.
The Racers' bench came into
play full force in the second half,
scoring 32 of MSU's 54 points.
Along with Turner's, Burdine's and
Floyd's double-digit showings,
Aaron Page and Ray Cunningham

added eight points each.
"We had a lot going our way today," Cunningham said. "We came
on this road trip to win two games,
and we did. This is the type of team
that off the court we're as much a
family as we are on the court, and
we don't care who gets the credit,
we're just trying to reach one goal
as a team."

For Kentucky, the Outback invite made a prophecy out of the
practice T-shirts the team wore all
year, emblazoned with the slogan
"Focus: 1-1-99."

With Kentucky headed to
Tampa, 19th-ranked Georgia,
which beat the Wildcats 28-26 at
Lexington in October, will stay
home for the Dec. 31 Peach Bowl
in Atlanta. The Bulldogs will face
No. 13 Virginia.

Murray State finished 44 of 79
overall from the field, 8-of-I9 from
3-point range and 12 of 18 at the
free throw line while totaling 25 assists.
Anderson was happy with the
Racers' intensity throughout the
game. The final margin of victory
was the largest of the day.

"Anytime you get a lead and
you don't start celebrating, you
have to be happy with that," he
said. "That's not our style. We
don't celebrate until the game is
over, and I was proud of the way
our bench came in and kept it going."
Murray State now returns home
for a Tuesday night game against
Division III Hanover College at
7:30 p.m.
"We're playing well right now,
and we have to continue that
against Hanover," Anderson said.
"They're a solid team that really
plays the game the way it's supposed to be played. We need to
come out and take care of business."

Jane Rogers Ins.

IIUK..

"See me for all your family insurance needs"
305 N. 12th St., Murray
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753-9627

&&&&&

needles now for about a week trying to find out where we might end
up going. So most of the squad said
'Hey, if we could get the Outback
Bowl, that would be great,- said
Penn State coach Joe Paterno, who
has won more bowl games (18)
than any coach.

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
Stale Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices. Bloomington, Illinois

COLLEGE BOWLS
All Times CST
Saturday, Dec. 19
Las Vegas Bowl
At Las Vegas
San Diego State (7-4) vs North
Carolina (6-5), 5 p.m.(ESPN)
Wednesday, Dec. 23
Motor City Bowl
At Pontiac, Mich.
Marshall (11-1) vs. Louisville (74), 7 p m.(ESPN2)
Friday, Dec. 25
Blue-Gray Classic
At Montgomery, Ala.
Blue vs. Gray, Noon (ABC)
Aloha Bowl
At Honolulu
Colorado (7-4) vs. Oregon (8-3),
2:30 p.m.(ABC)
Oahu Classic
At Honolulu
Air Force (11-1) vs. Washington
(6-5), 7:30 p.m.(ESPN)
Saturday, Dec. 26
Heritage Bowl
At Atlanta
Bethune-Cookman (8-2) vs.
Southern U. (8-3), 11.30 a.m (NBC)
Insight.com Bowl
At Tucson, Ariz.
Missouri (7-4) vs. West Virginia
(8-3), 8 p.m.(ESPN)
Tuesday, Dec. 29
Music City Bowl
At Nashville, Tenn.
Alabama (7-4) vs. Virginia Tech
(8-3), 4 p.m (ESPN)
MICRON PC Bowl
At Miami
North Carolina State (7-4) vs. Miami (8-3), 6:30 p m (TBS)
Alamo Bowl
At San Antonio
Kansas State (11-1) vs Purdue
(8-4), 7:30 p.m.(ESPN)
Wednesday, Dec. 30
Humanitarian Bowl
At Boise, Idaho
Idaho (8-3) vs. Southern Miss (74), 3 p.m.(ESPN2)
Holiday Bowl
At San Diego
Nebraska (9-3) vs. Arizona (111), 7 p.m.(ESPN)

Thursday, Dec. 31
Liberty Bowl
At Memphis, Tenn.
Brigham Young (9-4) vs Tulane
(11-0), 12:30 p.m.(ESPN)

SCHEDULE

Sun Bowl
At El Paso, Texas
Southern Cal (8-4) vs Texas
Christian (6-5), 1 p.m.(CBS)
Peach Bowl
. At Atlanta
Virginia (9-2) vs. Georgia (8-3), 4
p.m.(ESPN)

BASKETBALL
•Lady Tigers vs. Lone Oak
MHS -- 7
•Lady Lakers at Carlisle
Bardwell -- 7
•Lady Racers at Morehead
Morehead -- 6 p.m. CT

face Fulton County in a girls/boys
doubleheader starting at 6.
Friday
Fulton County 65, Murray 31
HICKMAN, Ky. -- Murray fell
hehind 14-2 after one quarter and

THURSDAY
BASKETBALL
•Murray vs. Carlisle (DH)
MHS -- 6

SUBSCRIBE

FRIDAY
BASKETBALL
'Murray at Hickman Co. (DH)
Clinton -- 6

ee

American Heart Itip
Association

A stroke can
be a mindblowing thing

SATURDAY
BASKETBALL
'Lady Racers vs. St. Louis
RSEC -- 7

Nobody Can Protect Your

211 S. 12th
Street

uiter

'KY'
Murray

Dollies Presents

ALEX DARE

)*
Cgbb
From Lyon Co., Kentucky
iO4

World Class
Allen's Club
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LADIES
NIGHT

. The XANADU
DANCERS are
back!

000

RACERS

Me Boys Are
Back In Town!
IF YOU WANT TO SEE YOUR NATIONALLYRANKED RACERS IN
DECEMBER, YOU'D BETTER
ACT NOW... ONLY TWO HOME
GAMES THIS MONTH. WE'LL
SEE YOU AT THE
REGIONAL
SPECIAL
EVENTS
CENTER!

MURRAY STATE

RACERS

7:30PM

VS.

HAN OVER

University

Dt.c. 16th
Sideways itt achierteries

at Pagliai's

RACERS
Murray State

00
91

Hwy. 641 South Puryear, TN

MONDAY NIGHT

December 15th
6:00 p.m.-???

sine
LimouAvailable
ackages
passengerg
7
includes (up to Cover
Champagne,
&Roundtrip
Charge

a)

Murray
2
10 16- 31
Fulton Co.
14
31 49- 65
Murray - T. Garland 12, Cogdell 9,
Compton 3, Villaflor 3, Duncan 2, J.
Garland 2, Kelleher, Young. FG: 12.
3-point FG: 4 (T. Garland 3,
Compton). FT: 5-8. Rebounds: NA
Record: 0-1.
Fulton Co. - Pierce 11, Bridges 8,
Turner 8, Lynch 7, Wilson 7,
Westbrook 6, Coulson 5, Stray 5,
McKinnis 2, Moss 2, Wilkins 2. FG:
23. 3-point FG: 2 (Pierce, Wilson).
FT: 17-28. Rebounds: NA. Record:
3-0.

Broadcast live on WNBS 1340 AM

-

0
o

Fulton Co. 65, Tigers 31

any better than we can!

(
0411 Haverstock
and
S
11. insurance Agency 753-3415

LV

never caught up in a 65-31 seasonopening loss at Fulton County in
previously unreported action from
Friday night.
Fulton County (3-0) extended its
lead to 31-10 by halftime and 49-16
after three quarters.
Trent Garland led Murray with
12 points while Anthony Cogdell
added nine. Murray was 5-of-8 at
the free throw line.
Kenyon Pierce led Fulton
County with 11 points. The Pilots
were 17 of 28 at the free throw line.
Murray returns to action Thursday, hosting Carlisle County in a
girls/boys doubleheader.

Home

SIS'ItulAEPo

CALL TODAY 901-247-3965

No. 15 Michigan in an 8-3 season,
but Paterno predicted "we'll have
our hands full" with the Wildcats'
offense.

Murray State
University

Look to us for quality Home Insurance coverage, lot rates,
o
r
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

250.0

Penn State lost only to No. 3
Ohio State. Np. 9 Wisconsin and

Racer Basketball's radio broadcast of Coach Tevester
Anderson's weekly talk show on WNBS 1340 AM. Can't
make the Racer Club meetings on Tuesday? Catch up on
MSU hoops on Monday night at Pagliai's at 970 Chestnut.

WAREHOUSE
TIRE
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

Weddings• Anniversaries
Bachelor/Bachelorette Parties• Proms
Birthdays • Club Tours• Airport Runs

win season since 1984 with a 55-17
thrashing of Vanderbilt, transfer
defensive end Arthur Steinntietz and
another young man were killed and
starting center Jason Watts injured
when Watts' truck crashed on a rural highway.

6:30 PMatPaglial's

Open Mon.-Fri. 7-5
Florida

On Nov. 15, the day after the
Wildcats clinched their first seven-

Watts has been kicked off the
team and has left school as a grand
jury prepares to consider his case
this week.

CoacAes
Cor
mer
ag_a

Warehouse Tire will continue to
offer you the same dependable
service and exceptional quality you've
come to trust.

Platinum Limousine Servitt
Dusk til Dawn
6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

From Page 8

BASKETBALL
•Racers vs. Hanover College
RSEC -- 7:30
•Calloway vs. Fulton Co. (DH)
Jeffrey Gymnasium -- 6

Saturday, Jan. 2
Orange Bowl
At Miami
Syracuse (8-3) vs. Florida (9-2), 7
p.m.(ABC)

The Outback bid caps Kentucky's most successful season in
nearly 15 years, but one that also
was marked by tragedy.

111Calloway...

TUESDAY

Friday, Jan. 1
Outback Bowl
At Tampa, Fla.
Penn State (8-3) vs. Kentucky (74), 10 a.m.(ESPN)
Gator Bowl
At Jacksonville, Fla.
Georgia Tech (9-2) vs. Notre
Dame (9-2), 11:30 a.m.(NBC)
Citrus Bowl
At Orlando, Fla.
Michigan (9-3) vs. Arkansas (92), noon (ABC)
Cotton Bowl
At Dallas
Mississippi State (8-4) vs. Texas
(8-3), 10 a.m.(FOX)
Rose Bowl
At Pasadena, Calif.
Wisconsin (10-1) vs. UCLA (101), 3:30 p.m.(ABC)
Sugar Bowl
At New Orleans
Texas A&M (11-2) vs. Ohio State
(10-1), 7:30 p.m.(ABC)

Monday, Jan. 4
Fiesta Bowl
At Tempe Ariz.
Tennessee (12-0) vs
State (11-1), 7 p.m.(ABC)

Mumme said.
"We're just ecstatic," said
Mumme, whose team improved
from 5-6 to 7-4 in his second season in Lexington. "It's kind of a
culmination of dreams, particularly
for our seniors who have worked so
hard to turn our program around."

TODAY

Independence Bowl
At Shreveport, La.
Mississippi (6-5) vs. Texas Tech
(7-4), 7:30 p.m.(ESPN)

Coach Hal Mumme recalled the
Wildcats' seniors setting the goal
almost a year ago, at the first team
meeting of the year.
"Their goal was not only to
make a bowl game, but to make a
New Year's Day bowl game,"

When a test showed Watts'
blood-alcohol content was 1 1/2
times the legal limit, he was
charged with drunken driving and
two counts of second-degree manslaughter. Tests showed Steinmetz
and the second victim. Couch's
childhood friend Scott Brock, also
were drunk.

(901)247-3965

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10:31 a.m.-1:30 a.m.

Cf:t 18 & Up

162-4895 FOR TIM- Good Seats Available
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TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

Ad Deadlines

753-1916

S6.2.5 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
6 Da. Pttiod
(All I 441b Mut
$2 25 per column inch extra tor Tuesday (Shopping Guide
eatit sadtuonal , nx•
,JelS.200r,

010
Lung Node*

010
Legal Notice

.c

165 Antique .
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

010

NOTICE OF PROPOSED MERGER
Notice is hereby given that Citizens Bank
and Trust Company, having its principal
place of business at 333 Broadway, Paducah,
Kentucky, 42001, an indirect wholly-owned
subsidiary of Mercantile Bancorporation Inc.,
has made application to the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (the "FDIC") for its
written consent to merge with and into (i) the
Bank of Marshall County, having its principal place of business at 201 East 11th Street,
Benton, Kentucky, 42025; (ii) the Graves
County Bank, having its principal place of
business at 406 South 7th Street, Mayfield,
Kentucky, 42006; and (iii) United
Commonwealth Bank FSB, having its principal place of business at 1111 Main Street,
Murray, Kentucky, 42071 (the "Merging
Banks") with the resulting state-bank being
Citizens Bank and Trust Company (the
"Resulting Bank"). Contemporaneously,
Citizens Bank and Trust Company will
change its name to "Mercantile Bank of
Kentucky." The main and branch offices of
the Merging Banks will become branches of
the Resulting Bank and the main office will
be 333 Broadway, Paducah, Kentucky, 42001.

LEGAL NOTICE

Any person wishing to comment on this
application may file his or her comments in
writing with the Regional Director of the
FDIC at its Regional Office (2345 Grand
Avenue, Suite 1500, Kansas City, Missouri,
64108) before processing the application has
been completed. Processing will be completed
no earlier than the 30th day following the
first required publication. The period may be
extended by the Regional Director for good
cause. The nonconfidential portion of the
application file is available for inspection
within one day following the request for such
file. It may be inspected at the FDIC's
Regional Office during regular business
hours. Photocopies of information in the nonconfidential portion of the application file will
be made available upon request. A schedule
of charges for such copies can be obtained
from the Regional Office.
Date: Dec. 7 & 21 and Jan. 5
Citizens Bank and Trust Company
Paducah, Kentucky

tiolits

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply It
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-free local claim service'

ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center
502-753-5323
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177.
COME see us at Corner
Pocket Almo Heights on
Radio Road. New games.
pool, & music. Closed
Wed. & Sun. Open
4pm. To book a night, 7595005. after 4pm.

The City of Murray has the following job
opportunity:
Position:

Administrative Assistant

Department:

Police

Salary for the position (depending on training and experience) $7.61 per hour minimum. City of Murray benefit package
includes health insurance, retirement plan,
longevity, sick and vacation days.
Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed position are available at the City
Clerk's office located in City Hall at 207
Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If
you have questions concerning this position,
please contact the Personnel Office at 502762-0353.
Deadline for accepting applications
Monday. December 14, 1998.
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Drug screening will be required
of successful applicant.

is

YARD SALES
25 wd. max.
1 insertion

Administratrix of the
estate of Florence
Griffin (Case #96-Pdeceased.
00297),
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in
the
Calloway
County District Court,
on or before Dec. 23,
1998.
Ann Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Wks
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700
MACHINE Quilting. Regular size, $31 50. Murray
Sewing Center. 753-5323.

AMMItit
Waal
ROOMMATE wanted: Fe
male looking to share
house. $300. monthly, utilities included. 753-8940,
leave message.

FOUND. 11-23-98, (Young
female Pointer?) White
with reddish brown marks
on ear tips & nose. Nylon
collar. No ID tags.
759-8832.

AIRCRAFT
Mechanic
rainee or A&P Mechanic
Must have basic tools
502-437-3940
AREA REPS
Individuals
with
good
school/ community contacts to place and supervise an exchange student
for $825. 1-800-964-4678.
HOUSEKEEPING, experienced preferred, will train.
Possible
advancement,
Apply in person. Days Inn,
Murray between 3pm-8pm
LARGE nonprofit organization seeks income development protect manager for a multi county area
in Western KY Responsibilities include recruiting.
training, and managing
volunteers for income development activities Bachelors Degree and travel required. Successful fundraising expehence preferred Computer and word
processing skills helpful.
Communication and interpersonal skills a must
Please send resume, cover letter, and salary requirements to- 1110 S
Main St. Hopkinsville, KY
42240 by 12-10-98. EOE
RESIDENTIAU recreational staff to work with developmentally disabled adults
nights. weekends, holidays Wages start $6/hr
Benefits. 401K, medical/
dental full time employees
Apply: Community Alternatives 6145 Symsonia Hwy,
Symsonia, KY 42082
Phone 527-2255 Cnme
checks conducted
EOE/M/F/DN
SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-0580
TRUCK Driver needed, 48
states, 99 Freightliner
Condo Good pay, good
driving record required,
Call Kenny 502-759-0400.

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

070
He Wanted

WANTED 98 PEOPLE
Well pay to lose up to 29+
pounds. Offer expires
12/17/98. 1-800-600-0343
ext. 1878.

BABYSITTER wanted for
a 20 month old, Monday Fnday and a 4 year old
Fnday only. Must be de
pendable,
responsible,
with references in the Aurora or Anderson Shores
area. Call after 6pm 4749865 or leave message.

15 Years of
Experience.
Will sit with
sick or elderly.
Call 762-0154
or 759-8061 ask
for Brenda.
Have references if needed.

Business
Opportunity

Wint to8oy

WORK From Home. Markets in herbal, botanical,
Swiss skin care, cosmetics, nutritional products.
Mercedes car bonus. Unlimited income. Call Pam
Perry. 502-522-8758

COLLECTIBLES & Antiques. We buy 1 or whole
estates. Call 753-3633.

NEW rebuilt motor and
transmission, 6 cyl. for
1965 Falcon or Ford Mustang. 436-2116.

386 IBM- compatible corn
puter with color monitor
CD
ROM,
keyboard
mouse, & software. $325
Also computer desk $90
901-247-5645.

Amy Wilson
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

MDM

Computer.Com

Computer repair and upgrades... on site service.
Custom built systems by
certified Tech. 753-2316,
pager 742-1552.

ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call 753
9433
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.

Calloway County Schools
Position Available
The Calloway County Board of Education
has an opening for an instructional assistant
at the Day Treatment Center. Excellent
fringe benefits. Salary will commensurate
with education and experience. Applications
are available at the Calloway County Board
of Education, 2110 College Farm Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071 and must be submitted by
Thursday, December 10, 1998. Any further
information may be obtained by calling
Calloway County Day Treatment Center at
762-7318. The Calloway County Board of
Education is an Equal Education and
Employer Institution.

Special Price
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MECHANIC shop going
out of business. Tools and
equipment for sale.
753-9391 or 753-8124.
NEARLY new diamond cut
Challenger tool box with
full length lid. 62" long.
$175. Call 474-8340, after
5pm.
PROM Dresses: Black
w/sequins, size 9/10. Teal
green w/sequins & beads,
size 11/12. Both worn one
time only. Call 753-0943
after 5pm.
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal. Cut to length.
Covers 36 inches many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
SONY Playstation games
for sale! $5.00- $25.00.
NBA Live 99, Madden 98,
Nascar 98 & 99, and many
more.(502)759-1313.

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK
Ryan Foods a division of Dean Foods has a
Accounts Payable clerk position available with the
following qualifications; experience in Accounts
Payable a plus, strong data entry skills, excellent
organization, good interpersonal skills, strong verbal communication skills and must be team focused.
Resumes must be received by December 15, 1998.
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Ryan Foods
P.O. Box 1175, Murray, KY
Attn: Carolyn Greenfield
EOE/AAP

CHRISTMAS trees, you or
I cut. 7tt. $20. 436-5365.
DRINK machine $300.
obo. 247-7099.
ENGAGEMENT
Ring!!!
11/4 carat with 4 baggets +
4 small diamonds. Never
been sized, $2500. Excellent cut & clarity.
759-1193.

CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable. Call A computer provides enjoyment all year and for
Linda. 759-9553.
NEED someone to babysit years to come. Nothing
three children in my home. down and no payments
Full or part- time. M-F, until 1999 on a new computer for Christmas now at
7:45am to 5:15pm. Call
Hawkins Research, Inc.
753-6873.
Used
computers also
available- 1304 Chestnut
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
502-753-7001.

Reporter wanted for daily newspaper. Knowledge of Macintosh computers and AP style a must. Send
resume and up to 5 clips to

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

140

100

Domestic &
Cluidcare

TACO JOHN'S

Now hiring full- time day
A final settlement of shift. Start at $6.00 per
accounts has been hour. Apply in person at
filed in the Calloway Central Shopping Center.
District Court by Murray. No phone calls
Carolyn A. Turner, please. EDE.

040

This notice is published pursuant to Section
18(c) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act.

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

060

Legal Nodes

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following job openings
CERTIFIED NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Full Time; Part Time. 3-11 shift.
Excellent Benefit Package.
Contact: Kristy Stephenson, RN @ 762-1591
Or pick up application at
WestView Nursing Home
1401 S. 16th St.
Murray, KY.
For details contact:
Human Resources
(502) 782-1106
Equal I tirporturia•
Firoplo.,•er

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum)

DIAL - 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Randy Reference)
( orriplete Porma 1 4''ar Ileadquarters
Formal Wear
and Limousine

J '51
O
4itME

Over 25 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
A
A
A
A

The Gates Rubber Company - Charleston
Division is currently accepting applications for
the position of Materials Management Specialist.
This position requires a four year degree with a
minimum of 20 hours in business curriculum and
a minimum of 2 years purchasing expenence.
Experience in production scheduling, inventory
control and APICS certifications is highly preferred. Must be able to lead and facilitate effectively in a team driven manufacturing environment. Applications will be taken through
December 14, 1998 at Job service - Missouri
Division of Employment Security located at 202
S. Kingshighway in Sikeston.

Rentals begin at $29.99
Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear.
Social Invitations by Carlson Crat and McPherson
Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding

Court Square West
Pans, TN 38242
1642-5300

(-

Wedding., promo
and Banquets.

104 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

(502)753-1300

Completely Mobile

Insured

David's Cleaning Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Buses • Brick

David Borders

INSURANCE
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Phone (502) 759-4734

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 1001c
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $760 on Part A; $100
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

rMurray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

•

ADVERTISING
SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
Full-time sales position available for an
enthusiastic, highly motivated individual.
Must have sales experience and a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health, dental and vision
insurance, paid holidays, paid vacations,
sick days and gas allowance. Interested
individuals must send resume to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Ed's Wheel Alignment

NI
Sc

Commercial Waste
Disposal

Alignment & Complete Brake
Service. Struts and Shocks etc
Service,

All

Types of Refuse Service

7
C)

Mon.-Fri. Edition Jones, Owner
700-45)O15

1-800-5
85-6033

753-1.381

Barbara J. Barnett

Your Ad Could
]
Be Here For

aritUrY01
• 16i.
Laretla lobs Realtors
303 N. 12th Si.
4502) 7534411

$156"
(13 week minimum)

Sales Associate
Multi Milhon Dollar Producer
Masters Cup Award Winner,
1996 & 1997

303 North 12th Street taw"
Murray, KY 42071
Business(502)753-1498
Ext. 105
Business(502) 753-1492
Make-,
Residence (502) 753-0443 Dollar
Club
Pager (502) 742-8273
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USED furniture 4 piece
antique mahogany bedroom group, 7 piece oak
dining room group and
matching china cabinet, 5
& 7 piece dining room
suits, chest, dressers,
beds, oak office desk,
desks Queen sleeper sofa, recliner, odd chair, colored TV, microwave &
stand, entertainment center, foot stools, stove, dryer, and trash compactor
753-1502 C r

30
.MAGIC Chef range
two years old, like new
condition $200 753-0725
WASHER & dryer set,
$19 95/wk Call 753-4663

2PC living room group,
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663.
BEDROOM
group,
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
BROYHILL Hideaway bed
loveseat & chair, beige,
mauve & blue floral, $300.
Call 395-5397.
KING size bed, springs, &
mattress. $300. all.
753-1150.
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CASE 530 Backhoe good
condition, good tires, die
sel $6500 753 2905
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$35 DELIVERED seas
oned oak & hickory
492-8266.
FIREWOOD: Call
436-2562

13 New Double
Wides
3 New 16'%Vides
These are Neir
1998-99 homes
with
discontinued
decors that hare
been

ieavy Equipreerst

610 BOBCAT, gasoline
engine, good working condition $5 000 435-4330
Firewood

240
us
DYNO. BMX racing bicy
cle, blue, ready to race
Like new. Antique Oak
dresser with oval beveled
mirror. Call 435-4201 after
5pm
Mobile Homes For Sate
12X60 2BR, 11/2 bath,
central h/a on rented lot
Possible contract $3,800
•
759-1022

Drastically
Reduced

Mobile
Homes Inc.
Hwy. 79E • Pans. TN
901-642-4891
#1 Single Lot

Dealership in the
Southeastern USA
CHAMPION

1973
12x50
MOBILE
Home, very good condition, clean. 474-2708.

HOME BUILDER CO

14X70 3BR, 11/2 bath. Extra nice. 753-9866.

lieds

RK

270
Meese NORMS For $ate

SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career? Do you want to earn 550K+ per year?
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none? I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
am looking for must be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treatecil work strictly above board. and I
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
have these gualthcations. I would very much enjoy talking to
you, and explain the benefits our company has to offer
Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502) 753-0580
Call for directions it needed. No resume please.
I hire people, not paper. E.0.E,

>91

I

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1BR apt, all appliances,
w/d included $325/mo
Call Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444.
1BR apt, low utilities, reference & deposit required.
No pets, $225/mo
753-3949.
18R apt, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer
and dryer furnished. No
pets. Call 753-9841 or
436-5496.
1BR log duplex apartment,
extra nice. $300/mo. No
pets. 1br apartment, 3
miles east of Murray.
$300/mo, Extra nice, no
pets. 753-8848.
2 to 48R, 2 full baths, w/d,
dishwasher, newly redecorated, central hie. Residential area. $600/mo plus
security deposit.
753-5931 or 759-2408.
2BR & bath, central h/a,
w/d hook-up. 753-4640.
2BR Apt. 908 Hillwood Dr,
$325/mo. 2BR Duplex
1300-A Valleywood Dr,
$375/mo. 759-4406.
2BR Duplex, w/d hook-up.
$400.
deposit
and
$400/mo. 601-924-6887.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h./a, appliances furnisned , $475/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
3BR apartment at 703 S.
4th St, good condition,
new carpet, refrigerator &
stove furnished. S300/rno
with $300 deposit. 1 year
lease. Call 753-0839.
3BR Duplex, all appliances
furnished, central h/a..
753-7947
3BR economical apartment, water included.
$400/mo deposit. 5353
121 South. 489-2296.
3BR, central h/a, low utilities, walk to campus. 2
apartments available. Call
753-8767 or 759-4696.
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
central gas h/a, appliances
furnished, including w/d,
$375/mo, 1yr lease, 1 mo
deposit, No pets.
753-2905.

1984 2BR, clean starter
home, $3500. 435-4319.
2BR, 11/2 bath mobile
home, gas heat. Call 7592599, after 6pm. •
BANK Repo 1995 Clayton
3 bedroom, 2 bath. Central
a/c. Be in by Christmas.
Down payment approx
$1.000.00 with monthly
payment approx. $240 per
month Make offer. Keith
Baker Homes, Paris, TN.
644-0012 or
1-800-533-3568.
BANK Repo, 1995, 28x70
Chandeleur Doublewide, 4
bedroom, 2 bath. Nice
clean home complete with
central a/c. Down payment
approx. $2,000.00 with
Hwy. 1824 & 464 Alin°, KY 42020 • 753-1934
monthly payment approx.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
$380 per month. Make ofWET SHOP
GARDEN CENTER
fer. Keith Baker Homes,
'
Nantucket Lightship
•Scotch Pine
Paris, TN. 644-0012 or
Baskets
Christmas Trees
MURRAY
MANOR
1-800-533-3568.
•Shaker Boxes
"White Pine B&B
APARTMENTS: Make it
•Angels
•Holy Cow Lawn
270
your home! Great 1 or 2br
'Fall & Christmas Wreaths
Sprinklers
Mobile Homes For Sale
apartments
with great
& Arrangements
'Concrete Critters
price, central h/a, laundry
GRILL OPEN MON.-FRI. 10:30-1:30
BANK Repo, 1997 Bucca facilities. Office hours
neer, 16x80. 3 bedroom, 2 8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri.
bath. Very nice home, cen- (502)753-8668,
Equal
tral a/c. Down payment ap- Housing Opportunity.
10
prox. $1250.00 with $270
NEW 1br apt, University
monthly payments. Make
Heights, w/d, dishwasher,
offer. Keith Baker Homes,
stove, refrigerator. 1 yr
Paris, TN. 644-0012 or
Lease, no pets. $325/mo.
1-800-533-3568.
103 S. 3rd St. • Downtown Murray
753-4937 M-F, 8am-5pm.
FOR sale by owner: Modu- NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3Fine Furnishings at"Everyday"
lar home, 3br, 2 bath, 4br house w/washer & dryDiscount Prices
laundry room, new carpet, er, furnished, near MSU.
Norwalk • Stanleu • Hooker • Kimball • Universal
all electric, 2 car attached Inquire at 1210 Main St.
• Broyhill • Pulaski • Restonic • Bassett • Kesler
garage w/concrete drive, 753-1252 before 5pm,
Shop 4") Compare
8ft satellite dish. Close to 753-0606 after 5pm.
elL .Come See What You've Been 'Missing"j boat ramp on Ky Lake in NICE 2br Townhouse,
New Concord area. Sepa- 820A Southwood, $460
iiI7e
rate utility building, 768sq plus deposit, includes apft w/concrete floor & 220 pliances. 435-4294.
wiring. Low taxes, city wa- SMALL 2br Duplex, 414
ter, $48,000. Call 502-436- North 8th, gas heat. $250.
No Problem!
2464 or 913-651-5342.
489-2741._ .
MOBILE home & 7 acres, VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
Cherry Corner area. 436- duplex w/garage, applian6101 weekends, or 502- ces furnished, central gas
686-6148 weekdays.
h/a, $550/mo. 1yr lease, 1
NEW MOBILE HOME, 6 mo. deposit. No pets. 753Crosser
Justin
months old, low down pay- 2905.
t4•.
ment, 14X70 Fleetwood,
-7 17-Computer Repair, Upgrade, Training
330
$22,000. Also 1984 Olds.
& Installation
• a For Rent
753-0013
(502) 759-8662 •(502)853-3967
MMACULATE with new
1709 College Farm Rd Murray, KY 49071
bed/ bedding, tv, a/c, desk./
chair, phone. Plus full
$225 on a month to month house priviledges, BS TV,
basis.2BR Mobile Home w/d, kitchen. All you need
on Poplar Springs road. is your clothes. Ph 7595352 after 5pm
Call A-Plus Realty
Pa Higher Prices
753-3100.
PRIVATE
furnished
Why
OnA Rental
y
Vehicle?
2BR trailer. No pets.
room(s) with refngerator &
753-9866.
microwave. Utilities paid.
3 BEDROOM $260/mo.
759-9525.
753-6012.
Rental and Sales
FOR rent: 14x60 mobile
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
home, 2br, 1 bath. $270.
Phone:753-6910
rent, $300 deposit_ Mini- 1603 DODSON, 3br,
2
mum 3 month lease.
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
bath, central h/a, large lot,
492-8723.
'We
t.
tem, for cars CLIS/0
•
deck, stove, refngerator,
HAZEL, 2br. 492-8526.
w/d hook-up. $600/mo
NICE 14X70 2br, clean
plus deposit. Immediate
641 South 492-8488
occupancy.
762-4483
NICE on a private lot, 7 8am-4pm, 345-2748 after
miles east of Murray Call 5pm & weekends.
Linzy Beane at 436-2582
2 & 4BR houses, lease &

Almo Country Store &
Crawford's Garden Center

Il

Apartments For Rent
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DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

Rentals

If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Office Space
Various size suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-8302 or
753-9621
DOWNTOWN office space
available Rent from $95 to
$150/mo, including utilities. Call Greg McNutt
753-4451.
OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center 753-4509. 753-6612

905 Sycamore, Murray, KN.

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

1 BEDROOM Apt for rent
close to college $250/mo
753-9562 ask for Tina

deposit required.
753-4109.
2-3BR HOUSE, 11/2 baths,
w/d hookup, dishwasher.
No pets, deposit & lease
required, $500/mo.
753-4181 or 489-2161
2-3BR, 1 bath house. near
MSU, w/d hookup, ref ngerator, stove, $500/mo plus
deposit & lease 908
N16th Street Washer &
dryer also available 4373910, lv msg
28R house, gas heat,
stove & refrigerator furnished No pets 919 North
16th Street S350/mo Call
753-6855.
3BR, 1 bath, w/d, fridge,
stove. carport, central h/a,
brick w/hardwood floors,
walking distance of MSU,
deposit required
759-9746.

Rent

I

28R, stove & refngerator
furnished 753-2887, after
6pm 753-8597
3BR brick, 3 miles east of
town Farm environment
$450/mo No pets
753-8848
38R house in Murray.
$375/mo plus deposit
753-4509
3BR house, near MSU,
low income must qualify,
Equal housing opportunity
436-5685
3BR, 2 bath, washer, dryer, refrigerator, range, furnished, fenced. Available
12/18/98
Deposit required, no pets. 759-1610.
CHARMING 3br, 11/2 bath
w/d hook-up, central h/a,
garage, fenced back yard,
beautiful
landscaping,
great neighborhood lust
SW of city limits. Available
January 1, $550./mo plus
deposit & references.
753-4076.
HAZEL- 3br, central hia
492-8526
LARGE house, 4 miles
south of Murray, no pets
Phone: 492-8120.
NEW 1br house, stove &
refrigerator. In wooded
area near Aurora, KY.
$200./mo, plus $100 deposit, plus utilities. No
pets. Ideal for single person. Phone: 354-6040.
NEW 3br, 2 bath house
available. Call Mur-Cal Realty. 753-4444.
NICE 1br house, close to
lake, screen porch, w/d
hook-up. $300/mo.
436-2211.
ON Lake, nice 2br brick,
furnished,
hot
tub,
dock/boat
launch.
$550/mo. 436-5229.
VERY nice 3br, 1 bath
home in the county, central gas heat, full basement, $500/mo. 753-3584.
WITH option to buy. 3br, 2
bath, Southwood Drive.
Lets talk. 759-1610.

641 Storage
All Sizes Available

753-5585
40X40 STORAGE building
or shop. $250./mo. Call
753-0839 M-F, 7am-5pm.
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Pete & Supplies

Farms For Sete

AKC Shih Tzu puppies tor
sale
Healthy.
Vet
checked (1) male & (1) female Darn and Sire on
premises 759-4621
BOXER puppies, 6 weeks
old 12/01/98 AKC reg.
Great for Christmas! $250.
753-2532
DOBERMAN
pinscher,
black- rust, 8 month old.
759-9708
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858
FREE to good home. 8
year old female, black
Labrador, (spayed). Good
watchdog with gentle disposition. 753-4882.
PURE breed puppies, offwhite, Pomeranian, $225.
5 Lhasa apso, $175.
382-2120.
REGISTERED Chocolate
Labs, born October 5th.
Ready for Christmas. All
males. 502-345-2042.

10 ACRES, 7 miles south
on 121 Beautiful building
sites, $16,950
Terms
753-9302

itco_allAab
iirrevISMIrere
"Paul Lamb"

155 ACRES with race 4br
home stock barn, tobacco
barn, spring fed creek Reduced to $74,500 7534984 Terms
CROP acreage for lease in
Hams Grove area Corn
lust cut Ready for wheat
Land owner to get clear
third of crop proceeds
435-4602, 559-8510

14 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property, review posted data. then please call.
502-441-2253.
5 TO 275 acres, owner financing possible Coldwater. 489-2116 or 753-1300
NORTH of Murray 7679435

6- HORSE stall mats, 4x6
Covers 12x12 area. Top
quality S325. Buchanan
901-282-8281.
HAY for sale. $2.00 per
Hornet FBI Sale
bale. 753-0341 after 4pm.
HAY, square bales $2.00, 2) RENTAL properties.
round bales, last years 3br, 2 bath each. Excellent
$10.00, this years $20.00. city location. Monthly inPicked up. 753-5940 or come $1,140. Increase
436-5946.
your rate of return on your
investment. Serious inquires only. 759-1610.
Real Estate
2150SQ ft, Cape Cod on
1/2 acre wooded lot, deadend street. 4BR, 21,2 bath,
great room w/bay window,
view of creek/ pasture.
Pella windows. Sherwood
Forest. $132,900.
759-9268.

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous
and
professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main.

3BR with detached garage
on 1 acre. $55,000.
436-2698.

Lake Property

3BR, 2 bath, carport + 2
2 2807 ACRES on wate
car detached garage, new
front, Blood River. Wate
roof, corner lot in city.
year round. 502-436-2116.
Priced in $80's. Call 2100699 or 759-1345, leave
440
message.
Lots For Sale
3BR, 2 bath. 4 miles N of
consider
1 & 2 ACRE lots 8 minutes Murray. Will
from town. City water, ca- lease/ purchase.
762-0144, evenings
blevision now & gas soon
Land/ home
package
available. 502-437-4838.

3BR, 2 bath. Excellent for
starter
downsizing
or
home. Needing to move
into town, health reasons
requires closer proximity to
medical facilities, grocery.
etc. 759-1610.
3BR, brick, carport, 2
baths, 3 miles from Murray, 3/4 acre, very clean.
$65,000. 753-9711.
4 YEARS old, large lot
753-6725.

2 CORNER lots. (1) corner
of Greenfield Lane and
Hwy 280. 6/10 acre, septic, trees, paved driveway.
(1) corner of Ryman and
Greenfield Lane. 6/10
acre. 492-8274.
LOT for sale in Misty
Meadows Subdivision by
Oaks Country Club. Call
after 5pm. 753-8432.

Tree Tnmming
Full Line ot
Stump Remo•.al
Equipment
Hedge Tnmming
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service

if?
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Acreage

Livestock a Suppties

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

)ockrord roscpb.
•

clarion'
IP'Pt CV /ft ILO 00

C:10

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Cantor

753-0113

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal

cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

f4/17/4V

Lots For Sale
A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homeccom
E-mail: carolwoodgmen.com

All Size Units

Available

753-3853
CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's $20-$40/mo
759-4081

EASTSIDE

Tech Support
Specialist

HALEY'S
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STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536

--Tract 1
111(1111Se and
1_45 Acre's
.1.01.4li I rI 141141-

earl
ILO* Acres
Tract 4
1 11.5.5

LEASE/PURCHASE home
on 14th Street. 3br, 1 bath
with new central heat/AC,
carpet & kitchen vinyl,
vinyl
paint,
siding.
$550/mo. Call Lynda to
chat about terms. Grey's
Properties. 759-2001.

I.

380
Pets 1 Suppiies

2) MALL •7-- xe-J
and Bichon pups, rea
cute, non-shedding. $175.
each. (2) male AKC Bichon fnse pups, non-shedding. Powder puff dogs.
$300. each.
759-8147
AKC Golden Retriever
puppies. Champion blood
lines, fully guaranteed.
Ready for Christmas.
$200. (502)247-8059, after
5pm.
AKC
Labs, chocolate
males, $140. 489-2333.
AKC puppies, Akita, chocolate Cocker spaniel, Pekingese, Pomeranian, Maltese, Samoyed. and Bichon frise. Shots &
wormed Ready now till
Christmas 382-2331
AKC puppies. various
breeds, all shots & vet
615-746-5355
AKC Registered Dalmation
puppies for sale Will be
ready for Chnstmas pick
up. Great presents Call
753-7060

Acre'

Tract 5
10.79 :very,.
Tract 6
1.62 Acres
Tract '7
6.36 Acre-
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very nice mirrored glii‘c
Antiques and collectibles: Cherry Davis Cabinet Co. 5 piece bedroom
box, depression era vanity lamps, royal ruby bowl and underplate. Roseville pottery, two sets of nice
china, lots of very old glassware. caster set, 8 sterling silver goblets. coffee table with butler tray top.
Victorian sofa, gold framed mirror, anniversary clock, nice upholstered furniture, two tiered tables.
old two drawer drop leaf end tables. signed Jessie Stewart book, hand painted plates, oak library
table, cane bottom rocker, Victorian wash stand with marble top, signed Ensor prints, bowl and pitcher, large set of etched stemware "chantilly", very nice linens, Hammond electric organ. costume jewelry, mink stole, chrome dinette set. two hand guns, old Admiral radio/record player. Duncan Phyfe
table and chairs, beautiful slant front secretary, old cedar chest, carnival glass. appliances GE console TV, Kenmore washer and dryer. RCA portable TV. microwave oven. This and much more

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer • Max R. Dodd - Broker
Mike Conley & Roger Stubblefield - Apprentices

(502)492-8796
.Vol rtsponsibk for accidents. Announcement; made day of tale take precedence over aU printed neateriaLt

•

12

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

460
Homes For Sat.

BY Owner Brick ranch,
3br, 2 bath, approximately
IS acre pasture & harvestable timber Close to Kentucky Lake, $165,000 Ad
ditional 35 acres available
widoublewide, outbuildings & pond Buchanan
901-232-8281
COMPLETELY remodeled
3br, 1 bath, in Hazel City
utilities, large garage
Priced in $30's 759-4826
EAST Y Subdivision 3br,
brick ranch 753-0444
FOR sale by Owner bock,
4br house 2016 sq tt
Double carport & storage
309 Stokes St. in Puryear.
Excellent neighborhood.
Call 901-247-5357
HOUSE 1 mile from Murray in Meadow Green
Acres subdivision. 11/2
acre lot, 3br, 2 bath, detached workshop Needs
some repairs $85,000
Call 753-9785
HOUSE located directly
across from Murray Middle
school on 9th Street Great
location for a daycare center or a great house for restoration $55,000 Call
753-9785
HOUSE on Wells Purdom
Rd north of Murray. 3br, 2
bath, 2 car garage It has
an open floor plan and cathedral ceilings. All appliances included. City water
and natural gas $89,500
Call 753-9785.
NEW 3br, 2 bath house
North
School District.
Lease/ purchase. Possible
owner financing. 489-2671
after 5pm.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1998

r
•

WYANT'S

•

CAR VALET

I
I

By

Hand-washing, Detailing, Was Jobs. Free
Pick-up and Delivers Ser.tee In Town. Quality
Products and Satisfaction Is Guaranteed.
introduonry Offa 15% OFT your rim car wash
I look forward Cr' renieg you.

I
•
I.
•

Hand-wash & Detail $20 • ‘'ans, Trucks,
SLTV's $25 • Wax Jobs $45 & $55

753-7262
MEM IIMM MEM MIIM MEM OM MEN MEM MIBM

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.

1
4

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

502-7594979
4

amb Brothers

"'

ice
502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Estimating
4 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimmi
Cleanup
"Full Line of
Equipment

"Quality Se
5.

NICE country home, 3br, 2
U
IL
7111
bath, large rooms, garagewith 32X40 block shop. On
2.5 acres. Call after 5pm.
753-3222.
PERFECT small home,
Owned 5 Operated By
4yr old, 2br, vinyl siding,
Tim Lamb
thermal tilt windows, central unit. Paved drive, large
shop building for home
business or hobby. 1.6
Acres, Hwy 94E. Glinda
502-247-6954,
Barclay
II you an.looking r quality sw want to be you r
Realty.
building contractor. With blueprints& specificaREPO house & lot, NeA
tions we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work en aced plus
Concord area, 4br, 2 bath,
basis.
$600 down w/approved
We comply with all the new city Ilmilding eludes.
credit.
1-800-944-1376
We also specialim.• in ainetruaiiinn et lake
(Mike).
UNDER construction, 3br, _ homes, large or small.
2 bath, eat in kitchen, formal dtning room, living
iLiPPI truetors, I,,
room, with ventless fireplace. Patio, covered front
-8343
porch, large master bedroom, bath with whirlpool
tub & separate shower
Bonus room could be 4th
bedroom. Extra large
backyard. Nancy Dr. 559CUSTOM 10TCHEM CA SOMETS
2175 or 753-1500 after 5.
CUDIOU VICOOWORKING
1960sq ft living, $142.000.
All Types Of:
UPDATES GALORE in •
Custom Woodworking
this spacious family home
located on Highway 121
South. 3br, 2 baths, large
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
living/dining room, lovely
Drop by and see our showroom
den w/hardwood floors,
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bun r.
753-5940
Florida room & kitchen git
.)••
w/breakfast room. Situated
-4.1,
"'"'•UNGon over 1 acre lot, available for immediate posses- 013
[ID
sion. Under $140,000. 'a
-3
MLS #3001401. Contact:
Kopperud Realty
753-1222.
WILL build come spring_
Approximately 1200 sq.ft.
or less. Zero lot line. Plan
now. 759-1610

Now is a Great Time to Build

Bruce Green
(502) 753

Need A Used Car?
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor 1
Chevrolet

1987 YAMAHA Virago
535 Needs some repair,
$500 obo 73-3004

C.

www.automobileonline.com

C,

Eip

c_13

c_IMPLJP.P

C.
C,
cilD

Tony Henderson Plumbing
1989 BRONCO IL XLT
Pw, pl, ac. cd, 200W ster
eo, 4x4, excellent condi
eon. 57.XXX miles $6300
753-3869
1097 JEEP Grand Cherokee, fully loaded Must sell
now! $16.500 firm
767-0785

Used Cars
1978 OLDSMOBILE Cut
lass, 2dr. 301V8, auto. ps
pb air. looks ,4, runs good
11,000 753-9391 or 7538124.
1984 CHEVY Citation, 4dr,
2.5 liter engine, auto, air.
ps. pb. 70,XXX miles,
good condition. $1.200
753-9391 or 753-8124.
1987 BUICK LeSabre
loaded, good condition,
4dr, 3.8 liter fuel injected
engine, good performance
& gas mileage $2.195
753-9391 or 753-8124.
1987 MERCEDES 560SL
convertible, both tops,
04 7K miles, all options.
excellent
condition
‘20,500. obo.
901-644-2856
:
t990 BMW 325 convertible. red with black top Also includes separate black
hard top Classic car, imrtiaculate condition Asking
r 2.000 Phone Bill. 7531;222, days or 753-6820.
itveninsis

Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair

Custom Backhoe
Work
Phone:

(502) 437-4545

Auto Loans

1992 CAMARO AS
must sell, $6200 obo negotiable 759-4429
1994 CAMARO V6, black,
tinted windows, cd, aic, all
power, 104,XXX miles
Excellent
condition.
$6,000 762-0189, leave
message
1994 CHRYSLER LHS,
leather interior. $10,900.
753-2558, after 6pm.
1994 OLDS Cutlass Dere,
excellent condition, great
car. 80,XXX miles. Must
sell. $6,200 obo
759-5144.
1997 DODGE Stratus,
dark green, 4 door, cassette, tilt, cruise, 45,XXX
miles. $8,600. 527-2891,
after 6pm.
NICE 1991 Chevrolet Lumina Z34. Red, 2dr, girls
car, new tires, 95,XXX
miles. $4.800. 753-2905.

1997 F-150
Ford Lariat
Extended Cab
Red & silver, runs
great, looks great, is
great. Must sell
though. Call
759-9215 after 4
p.m. or leave
message.
Reasonably priced

for fully loaded,
fully safety
equipped truck.

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
L .S. Highway
45 South

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off

Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1916

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867

COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience.
753-5592.

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
years experience_ BOBBY
FULL size pickup, 1982 HOPPER, 436-5848.
Chevy, good clean vehicle.
BACKHOE SERVICE
With or without X-Caliber ROY HILL. Septic
system,
Vane
camper top. Call 753- dnve-ways, hauling,
foun3399.
dations, etc. 436-2113.
1992 GRAND Caravan LE
BASEMENTS & Homes.
great family car, dual a/c
Sub & General contract6 cyl, 84xxx, $7500
Covens
ing. Insulated concrete
753-8734
forms (R32) StyroCrete
1996 FORD Windstar Van, 1996 COACHMEN
Catali- builders. 502-436-2007.
most options. Like new.
na 30' Camping Trailer. BOB'S PLUMBING SERV.
436-5365.
EXCELLENT Condition. All work guaranteed. Free
$11,900. 436-2225.
estimates. 753-1134,
492-8584.
Used Trucks
BUSHHOGGING. Jonesy
Services Offered
437-4030.
1987 CHEVY Silvered°,
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
SWB, 350 E.F.I., automat- A-1 Tree Professionals.
Techs. Murray Carpet &
ic, rally wheels, raised let- Stump
removal,
tree Upholstery Cleaning.
ter tires, white. $6,800. spraying. Serving Murray,
753-6300 anytime.
SHARP! 492-8514, leave Calloway Co. since 1980.
CARPET Cleaning
message.
Free estimates. 437-3044
Emergency Water Remov1989 JEEP Comanche, or 492-8737.
al. Free Estimates. Satisgood truck. $1800. obo.
fied
References. Call
ADAM'S
HOME
759-5144
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
IMPROVEMENTS
1993 DODGE Dakota
Mark III Series, black, Remodeling, Repairs. No CUSTOM bulldozing &
leather interior, bedliner, Job Too Small, 10% Dis- backhoe work, septic sysground effects, $4500 obo. count thru 12/31/98.
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
492-6267
759-5341.
Horace Sholar.

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
DO you need your gutters
cleaned or screened?
Your trees trimmed or cut?
Call me, ask for David or
leave message. 436-5394.

HANDYMAN, carpentry,
plumbing,
yard
work,
proches & decks Any job.
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500.
I am now available to sit
with elderly adults. I offer
quality care combined with
love and patience. Day or
night shift availability. Excellent references provided Mary Jo Hamilton.
753-3465
LAMB Bros. Dozing and
Backhoe. Mark Lamb,
436-6266.
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed & Insured. Luke Lamb
502-436-5950.
Raking, gutter
LEAF
cleaning and hauling. 4362102 ask for Joseph.
LEAF Bagging, we haul off
or mulch. All lawn needs
available. Yard Tech, 4374723.

FENCING
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, at reasonable prices. Dickie Farley.
759-1519.

M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in roofing &
remodels. Free estimates.
All work guaranteed!
489-6125
No job too small!
PAINTING
BLACK'S DECORATING
CENTER OF MURRAY
KENTUCKY, INC.
Residential- Commercial
Free Estimates
Fully Insured
Call 502--753-0839 between 7am & 5pm. Call
502-759-8609 after 5pm.

GUTTERS:
Quality Seamless Aluminum Gutters- Gutter supplies & maintenance. Variety of colors. Reasonable
Prices. Licensed. Also Vinyl Shutters & Vinyl siding
supplies. Call West KY
Seamless Gutters, 7530278, for all your gutter
needs.

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
VINYL & aluminum siding.
All kinds of construction &
home repairs. Also mobile
home repairs. 759-4401.

ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured. Off. 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835.

PAINTING
lntenor - Extenor
Free estimates 437-4364
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
QUALITY new homes for
less $ $. HOME DESIGN
CENTER. 759-0220.
STEWARTS Vinyl & Windshield repair, including
dashboards, leather & velour. You rip it, we fix it!
Auto, home, commercial
residential 436-5947.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
THE HAIR WORLD, 900
Coldwater Road, welRusty Jones,
comes
Barber Stylist. All hair
services available. Call for
an appointment today!
753-0513.
TOMS WINDOWS
All your cleaning & painting needs. Pressure washing etc. 759-3463.
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network. Mon-Fn, 1-5:30.
753-0530.

FREE to good home: 8
Year old female black Labrador (spayed). Good
watchdog with gentle disposition. 753-4882.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

1-LkPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,
Dec. 8, 1998:
Look at the long-range implications
of different situations in your life.
You might not always be able to
detach from the immediate and go
for an overview,especially when the
issue is close to your heart. However
stifled you become, you'll be equally
creative in 1999. Your high energy
and enthusiasm make you a winner.
If you are single, you are unusually
attractive,drawing others with ease.
1999 produces a romance that could
become a major relationship. If attached,the two ofyou get involved in
an important project together. You
become even more committed to each
other. VIRGO can be tough on you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Your even,steady attitude
makes others comfortable. Taking
action has a positive response. Impulsiveness works in an unique way
right now. Travel and someone who
is at a distance occupy your thoughts.
Don't hold yourself back. Tonight:
Be spontaneous.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Emphasize family tovtherness. A partner pitches in and makes
an enticing offer. Intuition might be
off because you are insecure. Share
some of your thoughts, and get past
immediate restrictions. Someone
cares and demonstrates it. Tonight:
Put your feet up.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You are expressive, directed and vibrant. A long-toiled
project finally nears completion.
Don't let a friend discourage you.
You know what you can do. Popularity allows you more options than you
have had in awhile. Tonight: Get
started on holiday errands.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Finances dictate many of your
choices. Don't kid yourself. Listen to
someone's feedback. You don't have
to agree with a co-worker,though he
has a valid point. Consider the hec-

tic pace challenging, not overwhelming. A boss is out of sorts! Tonight:
Run errands on the way home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You could easily play it
low-key and choose to avoid taking a
risk. You might not be able to see the
big picture. Trust your energy and
enthusiasm. Your softer side
emerges in your love life or with a
child. Let someone make an extra
effort. Tonight: It's your call.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
****Take a back seat when some
one reveals his personality. Be more
responsive to a family member.Make
a point of scheduling some quiet
time with this person. A partner
approves, but expresses himself
poorly. Read in between the lines.
Tonight: Make it a home night.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your efforts bring rewards.
Your way of expressing yourself
draws others and allows more friendship into your life. Return calls.
Someone pays you a compliment.
You love it! A difficult partner goes
with the flow, but don't think it's
permanent. Tonight: With friends.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Beam in what you want.
Though you could be overly sensitive, you can still read a loved one
cold. Follow through on a hunch
with a boss. Discuss a difficult workrelated situation; the time is right,
especially if it involves money. Tonight: Burn the midnight oil.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Distant elements draw
your attention. You might have a
hard time staying in the here and
now. Make calls and contact people
whom you are thinking about. Don't
hold back on your feelings because of
what you perceive someone's reaction to be. Tonight: Find the music.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** One-to-one relating opens
doors. Think more about a domestic
issue. Discussions with a roommate
or partner prove enlightening. Know
that answers exist, but you need to
reveal your true feelings. Someone
is there for you. Don't worry as much.
Tonight: Dinner for two.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Allow ethers to see what

T`f

BILLS

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing

(Mr

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113_
CHIM
Chim
Chimney
Sweep. Chimney cleaning
services. 10% senior citizen
discount. Contact
Tracy Manning, 435-4006

1995 FORD Ranger. swb,
5sp, good condition. Call
753-5136
1997 GMC Z71 extended
cab, 12,XXX miles, still
new. $24,200. 382-2921.

if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

Al Al A Tree Service,
tree
removal,
Stump
raking,
spraying, leaf
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & Mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning
Licensed & insured Full
line of equipment Free estimates Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.

DEBT
CASH!

WE'RE
st1

When your
car's not going
call us for

TOWING!
McCLARD'S
TOWING

$10,000 - $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/rno
Nod

207 S. 7th St. • Murray

753-9132 •

NO EQUITY REQUIRED
-,eowners C

NATIONWIDE

1-800-819-7010
Websitel
www.nationwidelending.com
Or Visit Our
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you really are about. You can help a
friend ease past a problem. One talk
could be stilted and uncomfortable.
Be sensitive to someone's offer. Others prove helpful and are willing to
pitch in. Projects are easily completed. Tonight: The party happens.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** A compliment is important
because ofits source. Accept an offer
that advances your career or im-

proves your image. Others are responsive to your overtures. Do not
overspend,even ifit feels like a good
idea. Count change. A mistake is
likely. Tonight: Off for a workout.
BORN TODAY
Actress Kim Basinger (1953), actress Teri Hatcher (1964), singer
Sinead O'Connor(1966)
I5*

GREAT DEALS ARE
HAPPENING AT PEPPERS
- CARS & TRUCKS 1998 Buick LeSabre 4 Dr. - Local, one owner, only 9,200 miles
Sale Price $17,400
Was $19,995.00
1998 Chev. Astro Cargo Van - Local, one owner, only 3,800 miles, great work
van.
Sale Price $17,400
Was $18,995.00
1998 Chev. Blazer 4x4 LT -Local, one owner, lull warranty, 24,100 miles, fully
loaded.
Sale Price $24,400
Was $27,495.00
1998 Chev. Tahoe 4 Dr. 4x4 LT - Leather, local one owner, only 19.500 miles.
Sale Price $28,900
Was $31,995 00
1997 Chev. S10 P.U. - Extended cab, one owner, 6 cyl., only 31.000 miles,
factory warranty.
Sale Price $11,940
Was $13,995 00
1997 Chev. Tahoe 4 Dr. - Local, one owner, lull power, only 38,500 miles.
excellent condition.
Sale Price $25,600
Was $28,995.00
1997 Chev. S10 P.O. - Ext. cab, local, one owner, factory warranty, 19,600 miles,
great gas mileage.
Sale Price $11,700
Was $13,895.00
1997 Nissan Anima GXE - Local trade, full power, 35,650 miles. excellent
condition.
Sale Price $14,995
Was $17,495.00
1996 Chev. S10 P.U. - Local trade,6 cyl., auto., 53,400 miles, fully equipped.
Sale Price $8,900
Was $10,995.00
1996 Chrysler LHS 4 Dr. - Local, one owner, lull power, leather int., only 54,500
miles, excellent condition.
Sale Price $14,800
Was $17,495.00
1996 Nissan Sentra GXE - one owner, full power, 34,160 miles, factory
warranty, very nice.
Sale Price $8,995
Was $10,995.
1996 Nissan Maxima GXE - Local trade, full power, 52,540 miles, excellent
condition, very sharp.
Sale Price $12,200
Was $14.495 00
1996 Toyota T100 P.O. - Local, one owner, only 14,500 miles, factory warranty,
excellent gas mileage.
Sale Price $9,800
Was $11,995
1996 Toyota Paseo 2 Dr. - Local trade, factory warranty, 22,300 miles, great
Christmas present.
Sale Price $9,785
Was $11.995.00
1995 Chev. 1/2 Ton P.U.- Short wheel base, local trade, 51,000 miles. excellent
condition.
Sale Price $10,585
Was 512.895.00
1995 Ford Explorer 4 Dr. - 4x4 - Local, one owner, full power, 69,500 miles,
excellent condition.
Sale Price $15,295
Was $17.895 00
1995 Subaru Legacy LS 4 Dr. - Local trade, full power. 84,000 miles,
excellent condition.
- Sale Price $10,495
Was $12.495 00
1994 Cadillac Eldorado - Local, one owner, leather Interior. full power.
Northstar engine, 65,900 miles.
Sale Price $13,955
Was $14,495 00
1994 Ford Mustang Convertible - local, one owner, only 50,000 miles,
beautiful car, excellent condition.
Salo Price $10,495
Was $1249500
1994 Toyota 4Runner Spt. - Local trade. 7,900 miles, excellent condition
Said Price $12,995
Was $1499500
1992 GMC 1/2 Ton Ext. Cab P.U. - Local, one owner. 87,242 miles, excellent
condition.
Sale Price $10,495
..
was $12,495
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DEAR DR GOTT: Several months
ago you wrote a column in which you
mentioned a dangerous interaction
between Tylenol and Coumadin.
Because I am an allergist — and the
interaction greatly interests me — I
checked with our doctors at a nearby
hospital. Nobody, myself included, had
heard of the danger. Would you please
give me the reference for your statement?
DEAR READER: Gladly. The study,
which was performed by Dr. Elaine
Hylek of Massachusetts General
Hospital in Boston, was reported in
the Journal of the American Medical
Association. volume 279, 1998, pages
657-662.
The researchers showed that the
concurrent use of Tylenol (acetaminophen) and Coumadin (Warfarin)
can cause over-anticoagulation, leading to increased risk of brain hemorrhage. The interaction was present
with even small doses of Tylenol.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What causes
long, stretchy, strings in the stool?
Can anything be done about it?
DEAR READER: Long, stretchy
things are usually seen in the stools of
people who eat long, stretchy things.
In particular, particles of vegetable
fiber can pass undigested through the
intestine. Mucus threads can look this
way, too; so can some forms of intestinal parasites, such as worms. The
mystery can easily be solved by a
stool analysis. ordered by a doctor
and performed in any qualified laboratory.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is surgery or
radioactive iodine the preferred treatment for hyperthyroidism?
DEAR READER: That depends on
the age of the patient, as well as other
medical factors.
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Hyperthyroidism (overactive thy
roid gland) causes nervousness,
weight loss, increased sweating and
appetite, palpitations, rapid pulse,
heart disease and, in some cases,
prominent eyes. The disease usually
responds to medicine. In certain circumstances, however, surgery or
radioactive iodine are preferred, especially if a goiter (enlarged thyroid) is
present.
Surgery is ordinarily curative, but it
requires anesthesia and hospitalization; obviously, it leaves a scar.
Radioactive therapy is not customarily administered to younger patients,
particularly women in their reproductive years. Both radioactive iodine and
surgery can, unfortunately, produce
hypothyroidism (underactive thyroid
gland), which requires thyroid supplement pills for life. As a general rule, I
prefer drug treatment to either of the
other two options.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report -Consumer Tips on Medicine."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2.00 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to PO
Box 2017,31iurray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Choose Direct Deposit to receive your Federal government payment.

Simple. Safe. Secure.
lb leant more, visit any bank, savings
and loan, or credit union. Or ask your
Federal paying agency.
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DEAR ABBY: Several months
ago, I left "Bill," the man I had lived
with for almost four years and with
whom I have a daughter. I left him
to move in with "John," someone I
met on the Internet. It was a big
mistake. John turned out to be a
pathological liar who used me for
my money. I was deeply hurt.
Abby, during our six months
together, he was hired twice, but
was fired from each job within two
weeks. I bought him everything he
had. He promised to repay me, but I
haven't received one red cent from
him. I am now filing for bankruptcy.
John told me he loved me and
wanted us to marry and have a
family. He talked me into going off
the pill. I agreed because I loved
him and wanted another child.
Shortly after I found out I was pregnant, I realized that John had lied
to me about everything, so I broke
up with him.
Bill and I are back together now,
and getting married soon. Since he
will be raising the child, he wants
his name on the birth certificate
instead of John's. John is leaving
the state and I don't think he will
be back.
My question is: VVhaiyAast name
should my child have? John feels
that the baby should have his last
name because he is the biological
father. He threatened that if I
didn't agree, he would get a court
order. Can he do that since we were
never married?
Abby, should I put Bill's name,
John's name or "father unknown"
on the birth certificate?
UNDECIDED
IN PENNSYLVANIA

tants should kneel when participating in a Catholic celebration, I totally disagreed. You assert that it 18
not necessary for a Protestant to
kneel when Catholics do.
Abby, I recently visited the Holy
Land, and had the opportunity to
enter many houses of worship and
other holy places. Men (Jewish,
Christian, Moslem) are required to
cover their heads with a yarmulke
when entering the confines of the
Western/Wailing Wall in Jerusalem, so I did likewise. At the
entrance to the mosque Al-Aksa,
Jerusalem's Dome of the Rock, all
are required to remove their shoes,
so I removed my shoes.
Did I wear a yarmulke or remove
my shoes because I believed in,
agreed with or understood the religious reasons for these practices?
No. I observed these traditions to
show my respect while in the spiritual homes of my Jewish or Moslem
brothers and sisters.
Not kneeling in Catholic services
could be seen as a lack of respect to
our specific approach to the universal God and the religious traditions
of our people. Although most
Catholics would never put someone
out of a church for not kneeling,
failure to kneel may send the wrong
message.
Remember,"When in Rome, do
as the Romans do."
FATHER R. TONY RICARD,
NEW ORLEANS

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Hal
K. Kingins putting up Christmas
decorations in his yard at 1105
South 16th St. The photo is by
Staff Photographer Dan Loudy.
Births reported include a boy
to Rita and Ballou Wagster, a boy
to Tammie and Charles Smith, and
a girl to Tammie and Dennis Duncan, Nov. 29; a boy to Camela
and Tansel McCadams, and a girl
to Angie and Jeffrey Jones, Nov.
30..
The Rev. and Mrs. William
(Buddy) McKinney were married
55 years Dec. 2.
Twenty years ago
"Christmas In the Park," featuring Christmas card scenes with
flood lights, can be seen by
motorists driving through the Murray-Calloway County Park starting Dec. 7 and continuing through
the Christmas season.
Thirty-five Red Cross hospital
volunteers were honored Dec. 4
at the annual dinner given by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Rexie Humphrey,
Nov. 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Orr will be
married 50 years Dec. 8.
DEAR FATHER RICARD:
Thirty years ago
Thank you for writing and statSp4 Stanley T. Hargrove, son
ing your viewpoint. However, of Mr. and Mrs.
T.C. Hargrove,
the compromise offered by the
has been awarded the Bronze Star
Catholic Archdiocese of Los
Angeles is to offer the option of Medal while serving with the U.S.
kneeling, not kneeling, or mere- Army in Vietnam.
ly sitting quietly. In other
Published is a picture of Mrs.
words,it's up to the individual.
Harold Eversmeyer and Mrs. Lee

DEAR UNDECIDED: I see no
reason why you should put
Bill's name on the birth certificate since he is not the child's
biological father. However,
since what you put on the birth
certificate could have unforeseen consequences in the future, I urge you not to make
this decision without consulting West dealer.
a lawyer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
***
4 A 943
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requesting South to bid her best
suit.
South was looking at a hand far
better than it might have been,
and she decided to show her extra
values byjumping to five diamonds.
The Swiss East, rather pleased by
this development, doubled. South
played the hand very well and went
down only two — 300 points.
At the second table, the British
West also opened three hearts,but
here the Swiss North passed. East,
trying to make things difficult for
the enemy, then bid four hearts.
This effort was successful in a
fashion, though not in precisely
the way East intended. South, obviously a fearless soul,entered the
fray all by herself with five diamonds! West passed and North,
having exercised enormous restraint on the previous round,very
reasonably went on to six diamonds.
East thereupon expressed her
doubt that this contract could be
made by doubling. This proved to
be an accurate assessment, and
East collected 700 points when the
Swiss declarer went down four.
So the British gained 400 points
on the deal, with all the players at
both tables bidding their hands to
the hilt— and then some. Let it not
be said that the ladies are in any
way lacking in fortitude!

It is sometimes said that members of the fair sex are not aggressive enough in the bidding, but
you'd never prove it by this deal
played in the women's world championship back in 1960. The hand
occurred in the match between
Switzerland and Great Britain.
At the first table, the Swiss
West opened three hearts and
North overcalled with three
notrump. As played, somewhat
peculiarly, by the British pair, this
bid was primarily for takeout —
Tomorrow: The cards speak for themselves.
e 1998 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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Not one
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13 Boxing great
14 Onassis
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16 Court matter
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23 Ending with
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1 Electromotive unit
2 Pelvic bones
3 Nile queen.
for short
4 Simply

Tinsley of the Theta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club working on decorations for the Calloway County Public Library. Also
assisting are Mrs. Cliff Campbell,
Mrs. John Long, and Beth Broach.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Baker,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Don
Edwards, Dec. 2.
Forty years ago
The town of Hazel turned on
its Christmas lights Dec. 5. This
marks a first in the history of the
town.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Howard Kelso was destroyed by
fire about 3:30 p.m. Dec. 5.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William D. Hancock, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Matheny, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Creason, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Eldon Heathcott.
Fifty years ago
Bobby Grogan, Paul Scott, and
Joseph Miller of the Murray Training School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America attended the
national FFA convention held in
Kansas City, Mo.
Will Ed Warren, student at David
Lipscomb
College, Nashville,
Tenn., was guest speaker at Sunday services at Union Grove Church
of Christ, according to L.H. Pogue.
Mrs. Robert Taylor, Mrs. Elmer
Jones, and Mrs. Claud White presented a program at a meeting of
the WSCS of Hazel Methodist
Church at the home of Mrs. Melton
Marshall.

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Dec. 7, the
341st day of 1998. There are 24
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 7, 1941, Japanese warplanes attacked the home base of
the U.S. Pacific fleet at Pearl Harbor in Hawaii. an act that resulted in America's entry into World
War II.
On this date:
Ten years ago: A major earthquake in the -Soviet Union devastated northern Armenia; official estimates put the death toll at 25,000.
Five years ago: A gunman
opened fire on a Long Island Rail
Road commuter train, killing six
people and wounding 17. Energy
Secretary Hazel O'Leary revealed
that the government had conducted more than 200 nuclear weapons
tests in secret.
In 1787, Delaware became the
first state to ratify the U.S. Constitution.
In 1796, electors chose John
Adams to be the second president
of the United States.
In 1836, Martin Van Buren was
elected the eighth president of the
United States.
In 1842, the New York Philharmonic gave its first concert.
In 1946, America's worst hotel
fire broke out at the Winecoff
Hotel in Atlanta; the blaze killed
119 people, including hotel founder
W. Frank Winecoff.
In 1972, America's last moon
mission to date was launched as
Apollo 17 blasted off from Cape
Canaveral.
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Farmers need to work on water plan

Legislative Tobacco Task Force members State Sen. Bob
Jackson. D-Murray. left. and Rep. Fred Nesler, D-Mayfield,
watch tobacco company buyers bid on leaf during the opening day of burley sales at New Enterprise Burley Warehouse in Mayfield Nov. 23.

Previous writings within this
column have dealt with the fact
AGRICULTURE UPDATE
that farmers, landowners, producers of farm commodities, or silviculture practices working upon
at least 10 contiguous acres must
GERALD CLAYWELL
have a water quality plan in place
by the calendar year 2001.
Extension Agent
Actually, Oct. 23, 2001, farmers or producers will be expected and Kentucky Farm Bureau Fed- the Kentucky General Assembly
to have this plan fully imple- eration.
in 1994, in the offices or contacts
mented.
Calloway County is very for- listed above.
Several agencies are available tunate to have a person designatThis writing is just a reminder
for technical assistance for put- ed to work especially on the projfor
producers to go ahead and get
ting together the water quality ect. All counties are not this blessed.
plan. The following are technical Carla Davis has been employed the water quality plan on file while
advisers: USDA Natural Resources to work with producers to devel- a designated person is available
Conservation Service, University tap this plan. Carla's expertise will to help with the particulars of the
of Kentucky. Cooperative Exten- be valuable on best management processes.
sion Service, Division of Conser- practices and overall knowledge
In talking with producers that
vation, Division of Water, USDA of the system.
have already completed plans, the
Farm Service Agency, Division of
Information is available about time consumed by the process is
Forestry, County Health Department this plan, which was passed by minimal. Also, the 25 tracts of

land that already hold a water
quality plan, have been processed
and ready to be implemented in
2001.
So, take this opportunity, while
• the slower months of farming are
beginning, to contact someone who
is a technical adviser for the plan
and get this little detail completed. It won't take long.
A tax law update meeting will
take place Dec. 14 at the George
Weaks Community Center Auditorium. The meeting will begin at
11:30 a.m. and finish by I p.m.
Dr. Russ Morgan, area farm business management specialist, will
be on hand to discuss the changes
and tax law amendments affecting farmers and other individuals.
Bring your lunch and have the
opportunity to update yourself on
the laws.

Kentucky Farm Bureau to meet in Louisville
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation will elect a new leader, ponder tobacco's future and debate farm
policy during its annual convention. Dec. 9-12 at Louisville's Gait
House Hotel.
The 79th convention of the
state's largest farm organization will
include special interest conferences,
addresses by U.S. Sens. Wendell
Ford and Mitch McConnell and a
variety of youth and women's
activities to go along with the primary business of setting farm policy priorities for 1999. This year's
convention theme is"A Good Thing
Growing."
Delegates representing the 120
county Farm Bureau organizations
will hear reports from state and
national officials, as well as noted
authorities on -farm —production,
commodity marketing and natural

• Kentucky's Outstanding Young
resources management. The Dec.
10 tobacco conference will focus Farm Family for 1998 will be
on the proposed tobacco settle- introduced at a luncheon Dec. 11.
• Young farmers will compete
ment's potential effects on marfor the opportunity to represent
kets for Kentucky burley.
Kentucky Farm Bureau President Kentucky in a national discussion
Bill Sprague will address conven- meet.
• Young people will compete
tion delegates Dec. 11. After seven
years as head of the organization, for cash prizes and scholarships
the Union County farmer has decid- in an Outstanding Youth Contest.
• A variety of awards will be
ed to not seek re-election. He is
expected to be succeeded by First given to volunteer leaders and supVice-President Sam Moore of Mor- porters of Farm Bureau, including
gantown.
Special interest conferences will
highlight the December 10 convention schedule: The conferences
cover political education, horticulture, natural resources, tobacco,
forages, dairy, beef cattle and grain.
Other convention activities
include:

Drought takes toll
on Christmas trees
GILMER, Texas (AP) — This
year's heat and drought have played
havoc with the Christmas tree industry in Texas. Consumers likely will
not notice this holiday season,
although the impact could be felt
a few years from now.
There still should be plenty of
trees this year at reasonable prices,
but some of the -evergreens might
not be as tall, tree industry representatives said. Shortages could
come in a few years.
Many growers in the Lone Star...
State lost most of their fragile
seedlings after the prolonged
drought this summer. Others found
their fully grown trees did not
reach their expected height because
of the searing heat and dry conditions early in the season.
"We've probably lost 95 percent of the new ones this spring
and, of course, (the drought) stunted the growth of the others. They
had a wicked start, bless their
hearts," said Peggy Bonds, owner
of Bonds Christmas Tree Farm in
Gilmer.
On average, it takes a 6-toot
tree about four years to reach its
full height. That means trees cut
this month are not likely to be
that much more expensive. In the
future, though, higher prices are
expected.
Consumers should expect to pa;

about $26 for a 6- to 7-foot tree
this season.
"In the larger urban areas, the
prices tend to go up because the
land is more expensive there and
it's a bigger market," said Alan
Dreesen, a forester with the Texas
Agricultural Extension Service.
Nationally, 33 million Christmas trees were sold last year. The
National Christmas Tree Association expects sales to increase by
I million this season. Christmas
tree prices last year ranged from
$3.10 to $5.65 per foot in 1997
across the country.
Many of the Christmas tree
growers who experienced substantial seedling loss are expected to
replant this winter at an additional cost per acre of around $150,
officials say.

Mammary tumors in dogs can be
prevented! Unspayed female dogs
are seven times more likely than
spayed dogs to develop mammary
tumors. Best chance of protection? Spay before the first heat!

--my taffirilitMontto—pers-anat survIce,-arni-Grange
Insurance can safeguard everything that's
important in your life.

David R. King

901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

Make your arrangements now for
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Southern States Roundup
Ready Soybeans

Heartworm Preventives work by
preventing the development of
anything injected by mosquitoes in
the previous month. In this part of
the country with our mild winters it
is recommended you keep your
pet on hearbvorm prevention year
round.

Book you order now to take advantage
of Early Order & Delivery

Brought to you as a public service
by the veterinanans who care for
your animals at

CASH DISCOUNTS!

Westside
Veterinary
Service

SOUTHERN STATES

1271 Robertson Rd. South

110 East Sycamcore • 753-1.123

753-6749
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INSURANCE
Your partner in protection

REMINDER...

Always bring your cat to and from
the hospital in a safe, closed caMer. This deters escapes and protects them from that big dog in the
waiting room.

t
i
t513 S. 12th St. VIM
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INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

If your pet needs to be kept outside during the cold winter
months, get them ready for it now.
They need to spend at least 4-5
hours outside daily while it's starling to get cold so they can build up
their winter coats. Most animals
can tolerate winter conditions if
provided with ample nutrition and
housing — and are not introduced
to it suddenly.

Holland Motor Sales

proposals at Friday afternoon and
Saturday morning business sessions and will elect officers and
directors before adjourning Saturday.

No one likes to think about insurance, but everyone needs it. So whether it's
Auto, Home, Business or Life Insurance you're looking for, you owe it to
yourself to call me and find out how my experience,

by Dr Bob Salley

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

will feature ag equipment suppliers, farm agencies, commodity
organizations and displays of laborsaving devices.
• Delegates will debate policy

Trust Me To
Protect Everything That's
Important To You.

PET
TALK

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

753-4461

recognition of women's leadership,
county program excellence, distinguished service to agriculture and
public relations achievements.
• A trade show and exhibit area
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